ALL THE little THINGS

CHERRY HILL HIGH SCHOOL WEST
2101 Chapel Ave, Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
http://west.cherryhill.k12.nj.us/
Population: 1552
This year, the RAMPANT staff brings to you a book that remembers "all the little things." Sometimes the things that seem the most insignificant are often those held most dear.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>season</th>
<th>count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>summer</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fall</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>winter</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spring</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year-round activities</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>people</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seniors</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ads</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The yearbook at any school plays a vital role in the commemoration of memories both beautiful and embarrassing. We hope this book serves as a great reminder of this sentiment, and the Seniors, especially, remember their time at Cherry Hill West and treasure it dearly.
As the days grow longer, and the sun shines brighter, students say their bitter sweet farewell to their home away from home. The Summer season marks a time of sheer enjoyment—whether it be traveling with family, splashing around in a friend’s pool, or reading a nice book at home— and the students enjoy every moment of it.

As they use the Summer to recharge and strengthen their friendships, they grow more and more excited to return to school to share their memories of the warm, breezy Summer.

Jan Kinsella, Mama Dunne, and Alex Foxwell enjoy a relaxing summer’s day together as friends.

A group of West seniors take a break from their summer reading novels for a little fun in the Summer sun.

Dana Bryant catches a frog in the near by town of Sturbridge, Massachusetts.

Kerwing Hy is eaten by a shark during his trip to Universal Studios.
Exotic Locations  Mr. Cavarella was one of many faculty members and students who took some time to visit many of the world’s natural treasures and recharge before the new school year.

Summer Sun  As the sun sets on another great summer, the anticipation of the students of Cherry Hill High School West begins to grow. The new school year is upon us, and with it comes an opportunity for a fresh start.

Sam Parkas, Zoe Mc Cormick, and Rachel Genovese pose on their cruise ship to Bermuda.

Lauren Riess, Jennifer Sinacori, Rebecca Devenny, Chrissy Onorato, and Alyssa Smith fit together for a picture on a kiddy ride.
National Champions

The Cherry Hill West Dance Team competed in Myrtle Beach, SC for the 2011 Eastern Dance Association (EDA) National Championships. The team competed against more than 65 teams from all over the country. The squad finished the two-day competition with a Champion trophy in Varsity Hip Hop, and a first runner up trophy in Varsity Jazz. The spirited team also won some specialty awards, including “Most Creative Choreography” for their hip hop number, “Best Costumes” for their jazz number, and “Most Spirited Fans” thanks to their family and friends who came out to support them. The team also won the biggest award of the event, which is “Eastern Elite Team” for the highest score of the entire competition.
The after-school ambiance at West is an eclectic one indeed. From classroom to classroom, you can find teachers helping students in their various subjects, clubs meeting, sports practicing to perfection, and friends hanging out and spending time with one another. It is a time of academic and athletic enhancement. When the final bell rings, the environment at West completely changes.
Welcome back! As the wind begins to blister and the leaves turn their natural hues, the West students pack their bookbags and return to school. This is the time when students begin to meet their teachers, delve into their studies, and join lots of clubs! At Cherry Hill High School West, fall means new sports seasons, new teacher relationships, and new projects for all of the clubs. The halls bustle once more as the teachers and students are welcomed back to their home away from home.

Jeanin Protasio displays her well-crafted and creative Pikachu costume for Halloween at West.

Amber Kuiching and Samantha Farkas promote Visions Literary Arts Magazine at the annual Freshman Fair.

Rachel Gervese plays along at the first Instrumental concert of the school year.

Alex Thiele demonstrates his powerful drum prowess late into the night at the Marching Band rehearsal.
**Town Rivalry** Each and every year, West plays the annual Thanksgiving game against cross-town rivals, Cherry Hill East. For the fourth consecutive year, the West varsity team brought home the coveted "boot" and pride for their school.

**Children's Show** Cherry Hill West proudly presents a child-friendly show each year in the fall season. In the spirit of tradition, West performed E.B. White's beloved Charlotte's Web.

Chris Poresky and Jordan Friedman bicker like an old married couple in their take on Neil Simon's *The Odd Couple*.

Senior Jasmine Riel serenades retired vocal teacher Jim Boeckle, in the spirit of the fall season.
FRESHMEN
Row 1: Matt Leachok, Tim Gilson, Zohab Jamil, Zack Shapiro, Matt Mehler, Jordan Sabo, Nick Grasso
Row 2: Tristen Henninger, Christian Westenberger, Mark Papaneri, Colin Ward, Joaquin Gonzalez-Pratt, Justin Westenberger, Tristen DelBassanio, Chris Thomas
Row 3: Dave Velez-Vazquez, Josh Smith, Louis Kuczykowski, Jason Caspe, Darren McGonigle, Ryan Lazarow, Dave Capone, Mike Mikus, Nick Dato, Christian Brudie

SENIORS
Ray Bailey
Julian Bond
Erick Castillo
Edwin Cortez
Kyle Folley
James Knox
Terrell Lee
James McCann
Trevor Smith
John Smythe
Dan Steele
Chris Strollo
Josh Tomario
Terrell Williams
Durandavious Hargrove
Sophie Toy
FOOTBALL

Record: 2-8

Memorable Moment: The West Football team beat East for the fourth time in a row. Meaning that the Class of 2011 is the first class to retain the "boot" for FOUR consecutive years! GO WEST!

"Commitment, Integrity, Hard work."
- Coach Scoerbo

VARSITY:
Row 1: Jules Germain, Anthony Ibarra, Darian Maldonado, Nick Malandrini, Bryant Harden, Evan Wynne, Tyler Layton, Mark Thomas, Julian Bond
Row 2: James McCann, Ed Washington, Ali Brown, Ray Bailey, Jake Rosenthal, Yzovier Howard, John Smythe, Dan Steele, Erick Castillo, Bill Benenato
Row 3: Shvetra Varadarajan, Blanca Scanniano, Coach Yann, Coach Davis, Coach Blackinton, Coach Scoerbo, Coach Tarrant, Coach Caruso, Coach Gardiner, Foyth Hargrove, Dominique Hargrove
Row 4: Joaquin Band, Traeze Jackson, Jason Schaetzle, Joe Bendig, Danny O'Sullivan, Peter Patrick, Zach Tomano, Jimmy Yerzico, Naire Neal, George Soryal, Eddie Dunn, Sophie Tow
Row 5: Treviso Smith, Harriet Garcia, John Callahan, Craig Lind, Connor Moloney, Martin Harper, Kyle Sullivan, James Capone, Christopher Polkano, Scott Blass
Row 6: Josh Tomaso, Chris Stroh, Eddie Cortez, Terrell Lee, Kyle Sheary, Will Allen, Jimmy Knox, Pat Norris, Greg Smoliky, Matt Mena, Kyle Farley, Terrell Williams

JUNIOR VARSITY:
Row 1: Evan Wynne, Erick Castillo, Nick Malandrini, Rob Aquilino, Bill Benenato, Anthony Ibarra, Tyler Public
Row 2: Jake Rosenthal, Jimmy Yerzico, George Soryal, Eric Greenway, Eddie Dunn, Kyle Sullivan, Peter Patrick, Zach Tomaso, Tucker Patten
Row 3: Coach Yann, Coach Gardiner, Scott Blass, John Callahan, Vince Cahill, Matt Mena, Isaiah McCune, Will Allen, Josh Tomaso, Connor Moloney, Craig Lind, Jason Schaetzle
CHEERLEADING

"Coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress, working together is success!"
- Coach Smith

"Where's the beach...That way!"
- Jill Altimari '11

VARSITY: Coach Shelby Smith
Row 1: Dylan Hummel, Rachel Bradis, Lindsey Myer, Taylor Vallesley, Autumn Goodwin, Dylan Triano, Kate Scheidemann, Isen Blata, Jordan Cahill, Katie Williams, Rachael Wilhelm, Jill Trotman, Ashley Alvarado, Joelle Simms, Liz Pham, Tyler Washington
Row 2: Lexi Greenberg, Jill Altimari, Jenna Mehler, Clarissa Janney, Marialisa Maggio, Amanda Doto, Taylor Madera, Shannon Andris, Danielle Iannetta, Megan Williams, Cassandra Achanzar, Emily Calvo, Lesley Encarnacio
Row 3: Leanne Cioffi, Camille Nable, Felicia Di Paola, Rachel Madera, Becca Wilhelm, Jillian Di Pierro, Chysha Dizon, Julia Lanuzi, Marissa Pape

SENIORS

Row 1: Dylan Hummel, Jenna Mehler, Marialisa Maggio, Lindsey Myer, Jill Trotman, Autumn Goodwin, Isen Blata
Row 2: Danielle Iannetta, Jill Altimari, Shannon Andris, Camille Nable, Leanne Cioffi
Color Guard & Marching Band

Marching Band is an awesome experience. It’s not just playing music on the field, it’s playing music on the field with your family.”
- Brittany Taglioni '11

"Being in Color Guard has taught me a lot about teamwork. It’s not about being the best, it’s about being a part of something awesome.”
- Marie Reyes '11

COLOR GUARD:
Row 1: Ana Maria Rangione, Emily Newton
Row 2: Ashlee O’Donnell, Jennifer Sinocon
Row 3: Rachelle Bologtas, Kelly Sinocon, Marie Reyes

MARCHING BAND:
Row 1: Don Seaman, Brittany Taglioni, Jordan Greene, Jake Dworowsky, Stephen Puch, Ryan Thieke, Alex Thieke
Row 2: Savannah Martin, Gabbielle Martin, Zoe Miller, Jeremy Rotblat
Row 3: Jennifer Sinocon, Kevin Schmalbach, Emily Levine, Rob Segree, Joey Seaman
Row 4: Eric Rizzo, Alex Newton, Adam Robinson, Carmelo Villegas
Row 5: Ashlee O’Donnell, Emily Newton, Anna Rangione, Marie Reyes, Rachelle Bologtas, Kelly Sinocon
**Varsity and Junior Varsity**

**Girls Tennis**

"Try and fail, but never fail to try"
- Kimberly Nguyen

"Work hard and you will see results. This year’s team worked hard each and everyday. The amount of dedication and commitment these girls displayed on and off season set future goals for our tennis program."
- Coach Wallace

---

**VARSITY:**
Row 1: Rachel Genovese, Michelle Nguyen, Kimberly Nguyen, Patricia Sitlikul
Row 2: Laura Grabowski, Kandace Chambers, Alana Canuso, Bansal Desai, Jill Pacheco, Coach Kristin Wallace

**JUNIOR VARSITY**
Row 1: Wendy Cheng, Annie Mousovanny, Inez Montgomery, Learne Caspe
Row 2: Katie Berkes, Eve Salzberg, Zoe Mc Carkle, Noora Samela, Maya Wittman, Coach Kristin Wallace
Varsity and Junior Varsity

Girls Volleyball

"This season was tough—but because of everyone's hard work and determination—next year will be great."
- Morgan Pyle

"This was a rebuilding year for our program."
- Coach Gunst

VARSITY:
Row 1: Tori Berenato, Sawyer Thomas, Lisa Kostelecki, Marta Bravo, Ali Knellwolf
Row 2: Coach Gunst, Morgan Pyle, Tori Powers, Emma Scott, Hannah Bender, Brianna Rinaldi, Danielle Noble, Stephanie Emore, Ariel Pappas

JUNIOR VARSITY:
Row 1: Elizabeth Miklus, Kathryn Horiates, Jokena O'Leary, Chelsea Holiday
Row 2: Coach Gunst, Olivia Kane, Danielle Noble, Amanda Versace, Sierra Machinski, Ariel Pappas, Sydney Kraus
FRESHMEN
Row 1. Jimmy Lee, Bron Cieslewicz, Alex Scott, Andre Baldomaga, Mike Claus, Hayden Rempnrey, Gabe Watkins.
Ryan Gallagher, Erik Zapata, Nick Calzaretta, Nick Sansone.
Row 2. McKinley Stroud, Pascual Dylewicz, Harry Bach, Danny Patterson, Carlo Martines, Ryan Gnap, Manny De Jesus,
Jenny Mc Connell, Dylan Shepherd, Coach Engs

SENIORS
Harneet Bajwa
Rilind Duka
Graham Haines
Connor Quigley
Ben Remer
Andrew Schmotzer
Varsity, Junior Varsity & Freshmen

Boys Soccer

"While our minds were fixated on the final destination, our hearts stayed on the rewarding, successful experiences during the journey."
- David Perrotti

"A team with no identity to start the season worked collectively to gain positive team chemistry through its hard work, commitment, and vision. Together, they compiled a stellar final record of 12-4-4, making impressive runs in both the state and coach tournaments. West finished in the top 10 of the South Jersey rankings, concluding a successful, enjoyable season."
- Coach Butler

VARSITY:
Row 1: Connor Quigley, Graham Himes, Andrew Rocketti, Sean Mullarkey, Evan Taylor, Chris Allieri
Row 2: Roy Homer, Zach Boodle, David Perrotti, Hamid Bejawa, Ramadan Basyan, Richard Duka, Kevin Vois, James Meadows
Row 3: Dan Steiner, Conor McFadden, Dan Walsh, Jason Poole, Andrew Schmutzler, Nicola Tranquilli, Ben Rimer, Ryan McBrode, Coach Butler
Not Photographed: Matt Shocke

JUNIOR VARSITY:
Row 1: David Pyle, Matt Semola, Jorge Mendez, Tim DeCourcey, Barry Williams
Row 2: Matt Stacker, Kevin Mullarkey, Ryan Lee, Sean Mullarkey, Sebastian Kaluza, Alex Gunnarson, John Yu
Not Photographed: Carmine Scarfo, Matt Becker, Michael Juan, Garrett Quigley
Varsity and Junior Varsity Girls Soccer

"Any team can be driven by skill. It takes a winning team to be driven by family."
-Victoria Hefet '12

"It was a remarkable journey of hard work, dedication, and teamwork. The team chemistry and confidence in one another were the driving forces to our successful season. Advancing to the South Jersey Sectional Finals was an accomplishment that each player will remember forever, as it was a historical moment for Cherry Hill West Girls Soccer. This team proved that in the midst of the hard work, having fun is still the heart of real success."
-COach O’Neil

VARSITY
Row 1: Taylor Gentile, Krest DeChristopher, Bridget Hicks, Hannah Franke
Row 2: Lauren Riese, Gianna Flaminio, Erin McBride, Meghan Dusser, Alyssa Borgesi
Row 3: Molly Swanson, Jess Tadley, Taylor Reese, Alyssa Pilla, Julienne Calzonetti, Savannah Hudicka
Row 4: Coach Naumann, Christina Ogunsami, Breanna Hefet, Victoria Hefet, Emmalisa Zapfe, Lauren Anderson, Erica Rathkopf, Fotini Velasquez, Coach O’Neil

JUNIOR VARSITY
Row 1: Rose Giannopoulos, Michelle Borgesi, Reese Howard, Shannon Castaneda, Mary Smyth, Erin Watson, McKenzie Tyler
Row 2: Lori Keski, Carly Spattor, Ana-lesse Riesman, Manica Carter, Christine Hicks, Aubrey Broussard, Alissa DiRovis
Row 3: Brittany Byrnes, Lauren Bickers, Jenny Miller, Emily Johnston, Kaliya Bronyes, Amanda Norris
Varsity and Junior Varsity
Field Hockey

"This year, we came together as a team better than we ever have, and other teams really got to see what we are capable of."
-Michelle Ehrmann '11

"We had lots of talent and a ton of potential with a very tough schedule."
-Coach Brunswick

VARSITY
Row 1: Grace MacDonald, Jessica Bardolf, Monica Versace, Candice Dandridge, Caitlin Sablich
Row 2: Tess Banecker, Toni D'Amato, Kayla Brunn, Rachel Mound
Row 3: Kellie Bening, Natalie Hughes, Liz Gordonov, Stephanie Cartagno, Taylor Klevenz, Casey D'Az, Michelle Ehrmann, Coach Brunswick

JUNIOR VARSITY
Row 1: Jess McCarter, Dem Vervekels, Holly Margeott, Rebecca Chromiec
Row 2: Katie Lass, Cassidy Ward, Maggie Deering, Haleigh Keen, Crissy Gagnon, Jessica Inaian
Cross Country

"Without ambition, one starts nothing. Without work, one finishes nothing. Our teams managed to put the two things together." - Lynn Juan '12

"Having the right mindset is crucial, and once our team discovered that, they could conquer any course out there." - Coach O'Donnell

"Nearly half of our team was new—we had only three seniors. However, the team was still highly competitive and we'll be better next year." - Coach Mitidieri

BOYS
Row 1: Sean McCandless, Ryan Sagedy, Levin Trinidad, Christian Perez, Brett Van Dyke, Linh Tran, Tim Ryan, Samuel MacLean
Row 2: Anthony Verme, Edgar Alfaro, Tony Kuang, Joey Seamans, Will Young, Chris Ogunnami, Tyler Broke, Tom Aristone, Ray Duma
Row 3: Alex Newton, Nick Boensch, Q.C. Manniche, Peter Skryzalin, Connor Schuck, Matt Schopfer, Tom Balcovage, Mike Slivsky, Max Matez, Coach Nick Mitidieri

GIRLS
Row 1: Alyssa Peterson, Kaitlyn Huig, Carolyn Holloway, Valerie Wilson, Casey Owens
Row 2: Gabby Eberhardt, Clara Woods, Lynn Juan, Nicki Graham, Georgie Siller, Jenn Jacobson, Melissa Malik
Below: Kayla Bruhn strikes a fierce pose in her black cat outfit.

Above: Ariel Van-Sertima props up to become a superhero.

Right: Pikachu Jeanin Protacio smiles for the camera. Gotta Catch 'em All!
Halloween Horrors

Ghouls, monsters, and creatures come to West!!! BOO!!!

Happy Halloween!

The ghastly ghouls and spooky spirits roam the halls of Cherry Hill High School West on the eeriest day of the year. Trick-or-treating, treacherous tricks, and cool costumes are just a few of many wonders of Halloween for a high school student. It gives teenagers the chance to act like children and really reach back to their roots. Wherever one happens to look, he or she can catch sight of the creative costumes of fellow peers and teachers alike. When the festive black and orange mix with West purple and white, it creates a combination of fun, fright, and fabulous times.

Above: Taylor Klavonz smiles mighty as a mouse.

Below: Mrs. Sablich displays her Halloween spirit dressed in orange and black.

Above: Seniors, Rachel Genovesi (left) and Kate Beach, smile brightly for the beginning of Halloween.

Left: Evan Mesharic rocks his banana outfit.
"Hey, do you wanna do me a really big favor? Smoke towards Jersey."

-Roy
Neil Simon's *The Odd Couple* is the story of two divorced men who decide to move in together despite their polar opposite personalities. Oscar Madison (played by Chris Poresky), a sarcastic, sloppy, sports-writer, asks Felix Ungar (played by Jordan Friedman), a neurotic neat-freak, to move into his New York apartment after Felix is left by his wife. Oscar hosts a weekly poker game at his house where the duo is joined by Murray (Alex Foxwell), a cop, Speed (Kyle Lapinski), a sarcastic cynic, Vinnie (Albert Enriquez), one of the nicest guys you will ever meet, and Ray (Ethan Abramz), an accountant. The cast is rounded out by Gwendolyn (Kayli Banfield) and Cecily (Mercy Ellis) Pigeon, two English sisters who go on an ill-fated date with Oscar and Felix. This cutting and dark comedy deals with the harsh reality of divorce and the stresses of friendship. Kudos to the cast and crew on an excellent job on a truly tough piece to perform.
Little Lamb (Mama Dulle), and Old Old Sheep (Paige Espinosa) bring to their parts a natural yet adorable sass.

The barn animals Mama Dulle, Paige Espinosa, Arlind Hoxha, and Sarah Raff listen attentively to sage old Charlotte, the spider.

Right:

Student Directors Jess Matczaik and Keely Donnelly smile for the camera as they watch the final run-through before show time.

Above: Julian Kellhower holds back tears as Jordan Cohil humorously applies his stage makeup.

Right: Grease, Arlind Hoxha, and Sarah Raff reprimand the sheep for spoiling Wilbur's innocence.
Charlotte's Web

Children's Show

Yanelle Pabon-Garcia gives her dramatic interpretation of the narrator.

Excited to get on stage, Chrissy Nieves puffs out her cheeks as her stage blush is applied.

Charlotte, played by Chrissy Nieves, bask in the sun as she wakes to the sight of her new friend Wilbur, played by Leah McGonigle.

Geese, Atlind Hoshia and Sarah Raff announce that they're expecting goslings!

Spectators Sarah Raff and Kaitlyn Styles admire Zuckerman's terrific, radiant pig.
We’ve got spirit, yes we do. Go WEST! At the first meeting of the classes, the West students from the excited Freshman to the rising Seniors cheer proudly for their classes and enjoy the Cherry Hill High School West community. The day’s events include pie-eating contests, a cheerleading performance, and a wacky cross-dressing race. As we begin to solidify our school bond, we dance together, cheer together, and enjoy some healthy competition. A bonus this year is the presence of Philadelphia Eagle, Jeremiah Trotter, and a selection of peppy cheerleaders. No matter the atmosphere, it spells fun and frivolity.

Pep Rally
Left: Homecoming Queen, Shannon Andreas, and her escort, David D'Orazio, pose together after their exceptional victory.

Below: Jeremiah Trotter and Mr. Meloche, clap together on the sidelines as they watch the antics on the floor.
Winter As the snow falls, and the air chills, the students of Cherry Hill West settle themselves into another academic year. Still, there is no decrease in student effort in and outside of the classroom. At Cherry Hill West, Winter entails serious study of AP material, diligence in practices and games for our athletes, and fine tuning for our vocal and instrumental musicians. The weather may be cold, but our hearts are growing warmer as we solidify ourselves into a community and family.

Isabel Mancini and Amulanga Cherkashova sing a sweet tune at the annual winter vocal concert. Lisa Kosteleski dribbles down the court to bring pride to our girls basketball team. G. Samuels and Kevin Catanella break it down old school as they perform with Men of Note. Derrick Ray sneaks past the rival team, and is caught in a graceful stride.
**Ski Trip** As a special Winter treat, the Physical Education Department offers the students a trip to Killington, Vermont to hit the slopes and enjoy time with their friends.

**Snow Storm of 2010** The West community was hit hard by a snow storm in our Winter semester. It warranted a great deal of sledding and hot chocolate but unfortunately, set us back a few days academically.

The cellists get a close-up as they play melodious harmonies at the instrumental winter concert. Matt Gianpetro bowls a skillful shot and lands a strike for the Lions.
Boys and Girls

Winter Track

- Ray Duma

"You don't have to be first... But don't be last!"
- Coach Madison

VARSITY:
Row 1: Padric Garden, Allisa Peterson, Perla Cherfane, Liz Pham
Row 2: Sam MacLeon, Chris Ogunsami, Joey Seaman, Ray Duma, Alaina Caruso, Emily Johnston, Coach Madison
Row 3: Katie Williams, Georgie Siller, Yeli Arbely, Peter Skryzalin, Terrell Lee, Michael Manalo, Shaun Lising, Edward Jung

SENIORS

Terrell Lee, Ray Duma, Alaina Caruso, Michael Manalo
FRESHMEN
Row 1: Gabby Eberhardt, Chelsea Holiday, Karlie Rebbechi
Row 2: Coach O’Neil, Sofia Velasquez, Sasha Williams, Erin Reesmond, Jess Iannotta

SENIORS
Taylor Klevenz, Lisa Kosteleski, Stephanie Cartagno
Varsity, Junior Varsity & Freshmen

Girls Basketball

“We bring the noise where the lion sleeps.” - Taylor Klevenz and Stephanie Carfagno

“When a gifted team dedicates itself to unselfish trust and combines instinct with boldness and effect, it is ready to climb. That sums up the growth and direction of this team.” - Coach Butler

VARSITY:
Row 1: Lisa Kostelecki, Stephanie Carfagno, Jaya Bond
Row 2: Yazlane Villegas, Taylor Klevenz, Lauren Anderson, Christiana Ogunsami, Hannah Bender,
Coach Butler

JUNIOR VARSITY:
Row 1: Shelby King, Gaby Eberhardt, Chelsea Holsday, Ramata Mansaray, Jess Iannetta
Row 2: Katie Rebecchi, Kellie Brining, Erin Redmond, Hannah Bender, Sasha Williams, Stephanie Emore, Sofia Velasquez, Reese Howard, Coach Koester
FRESHMEN:
Row 1: Logan Malin, Joaquin Gonzalez-Pratt
Row 2: Sean Kyser, Zohab Jamil, Matthew Mehl, Ku Kim
Row 3: Darin Hlavaty, Michael Books, Darren McGonigle, Ryan Lazarow, Daniel Rodriguez

SENIORS
Derrick Ray, Terrell Williams, Tammy Hays
Varsity, Junior Varsity & Freshmen

Boys Basketball

"West Basketball is about four things: Play hard, be tough, be smart, and care about West Basketball."
- Derrick Ray

"It was a season of ups and downs, but it was a successful season overall."
- Coach Tarrant

VARSITY:
Row 1: Marquis Goodman, Chris Altieri, Alex Inacio, Rodney Williams, Tommy Hays, Derrick Ray
Row 2: Marcus Sumpier, Sean Mullarkey, Devon Granger-Lewis, Ryan Lee, Terrell Williams, Sean Bivins, Kevin Mullarkey

JUNIOR VARSITY:
Row 1: Mike Faust, E.Y. Olarte, Marcus Sumpier, David Truscott
Row 2: Will Plenty, Kevin Mullarkey, Eligio Muronda, Sean Bivins, Sean Mullarkey
BOYS JUNIOR VARSITY:
Coach Wolf, Patrick Hall, Vince Cahill, Michael Howe, Julian Mechanic, Tyler Good.
Johnathan Mazelka

S E N I O R S

Tori Berenato
Tyler Good
Bowling

"It was rewarding to win as many games as we did, but disappointing not having a team to compete, with only four bowlers."
- Tori Berenato

"Disappointing as the past season was, there were bright spots. Our four stalwart girls, Tori Berenato, Katie Lass, Jess Sherry, and Ilana Zablin, made me proud to be their coach as their spirit never waned."
- Coach Wolf

BOYS VARSITY:
Coach Wolf, Thomas Richards, Kyle Haines, Matt Giampetro, James LoCastro, Kyle Lapinski

GIRLS VARSITY:
Coach Wolf, Brittany Taglienti, Tori Berenato, Jess Sherry, Katie Lass, Ilana Zablin
Varsity and Junior Varsity

Girls Swimming

"This team has not only been the highlight of my four years at West, but has become such a huge part of my life. The support and love from the girls and coaches is an amazing feeling."

- Tyler Bishop

"This team did an amazing job of using hardwork, talent and desire to turn impossibility into opportunity."

- Coach Sweeten

Row 1: Brittany Bayne, Kira Senghaus, Mackenzie Tyler, Lexi Reynolds, Katelyn Muscat, Shannon Flynn, Natasha Rivera, Alissa Greway
Row 2: Maggie Deering, Melissa Mulk, Jenna Brown, Kathleen McGlenn, Hannah Brown, Lindsey Ries, Marissa Clemens, Allegra Lendell
Row 3: Abby Di Vito, Carolyn Holloway, Amanda Moreton, Bridget Hicks, Emily Mc Donald, Jamie Robertson, Erin Mc Bride, Samantha Weiss, Coach Rybak
Row 4: Michaela Cook, Olivia Kane, KaylaBruhn, Tyler Bishop, Kristine Thomas, Renee Di Cicco, Lisa Di Cicco, Paula Bohinon, Coach Sweeten
Row 5: Liz Gordavov, Amy Steimazyk, Caitie Howard, Courtney Patterson, Jenna Zagoren, Chelsea Errichetti, Danielle Alten, Lynn Juan, Coach DeCourten

SENIORS

Kayla Bruhn, Caitie Howard, Liz Gordavov, Carolyn Holloway, Amy Steimazyk, Tyler Bishop
Varsity and Junior Varsity

Boys Swimming

"Swimming was a great activity at West. I enjoyed it thoroughly and wish the team well in the future. I will treasure the memories forever."
- Mitchell Thomas

"Goal: Make playoffs! We did and we won our first playoff meet."
- Coach Naumann

VARSITY:
Row 1: Ian Coyle, Jake Rosenthal, Eric Hays, Tony Kuang, Mitchell Thomas, Billy Coll, Gabe Watkins
Row 2: Tommy Rebbetch, Timmy DeCoursey, Garrett Quigley, Nathan Strano, Joseph Matlock, Steve DeAngelis, Billy Connolly, Tori Powers
Row 3: Ryan Gallagher, Alex Fabian, Alex Richford, Chris Leyh, Kurt Bruhn, Mike Claus, Ariel Pappas, Theresa DeCoursey, Sawyer Thomas
Row 4: Mike Rodgers, Kevin Catonella, Kyle Edwards, Mitchell Renteria, Chris Blandy, Sean Desjardins, Coach Naumann

SENIORS

Row 1: Mitchell Thomas, Billy Coll, Tony Kuang
Row 2: Kevin Catonella, Ian Coyle, Mike Rodgers, Ariel Pappas, Tori Powers, Sawyer Thomas
Varsity and Junior Varsity Wrestling

"We came. We son'ed. We conquered."
- Brian Smolensky

"P.P.P.P.P.P. .. Proper Prior Preparation Prevents Poor Performance."
- Coach Serrar

VARSITY:
Row 1: Evan Waynes, Mark Papanier, Mike Marini, Max McKenna, Zac Tomaino, Edgar Alliterov, Tyler Brake
Row 2: Nick Mohrfield, Tyler Layton, Trevon Lawson, Angelo Chambers
Row 3: Coach Serrar, Amanda Versace, Dom Sparacio, James Capone, Brian Smolensky, Connor Schuck, David Capone, Dan Mohrfield, Abby Ciechan, Natalie Medit, Coach Cookhan

JUNIOR VARSITY:
Row 1: Dean Bennett, Cody McAuley, Sunny Le, James Mwaape, Tucker Patton
Row 2: Kevin Trinh, Jason Caspe, Angelo Chambers, Trevon Lawson, Bill Berenato, Mike Slutsky
Row 3: Jarrett Lee, Peter Kahut, Vincent Tomasselli, Tim Gibson, Erik Zapfe, Gabby Falabella
Row 4: Jee Bendi, Q.C. Mamiche, Samir Duzel, Mike Krebs, Marc Robinson, Alex Nieves, A.J. Hort, Coach Serrar
SENIORS

Row 1: Camille Noble, Maralisa Maggio, Lauren Di Donato
Row 2: Shannon Andrulis, Danielle Iannetta, Tichy Gardner, Jill Altomari
Row 3: Jill Trotman, Shira Mathis, Elen Bota, Lindsey Myer, Alexus Weatherspoon
Varsity and Junior Varsity

Dance Team

"Even though we are hurt, tired, bruised, and even bleeding, we are a family and we live to dance!"
- Captains Danielle Iannetta, Marialsa Maggia, Lindsey Myer, and Jill Trotman

"Dancing with your feet is one thing, dancing with your heart is another."
- Coach Smith

**VARSTY:**
Row 1: Katherine Brown, Marisa Carey, Clarsa Janney, Tori D'Amato
Row 2: Julio Laruez, Breanna Brown, Lauren Di Donato, Camille Nablo, Daniella Iannetta, Domenica Di Eva
Row 3: Ashley Alvarado, Marialsa Maggia, Jill Altimari, Gianna Flamini, Shannon Andre, Tich Gardiner, Mary Pollard, Brenda Villacosa
Row 4: Juliana O'Tearry, Dylan Trionio, Lexie Dunkin, Joelle Simms, Lindsey Myer, Jill Trotman, Shira Moth, Alexus Weatherspoon

**JUNIOR VARSITY:**
Row 1: Laura Giordano, Thea Hemera, Mira Hemera, Christine Nguyen
Row 2: Braonna Love, Anna Good, Rio Yunang, Tatianna Dizon, Okysha Dizon
Row 3: Decarie Lightman, Letty North, Amanda Norm, Kyra Gibson, Lexi Greenberg
TOP SCORES:
Brian Smolsky & Mitchell Thomas  101  1st
Tyler Good  94  2nd
Karen Cieslewicz & Amulanga Chinkushova  68  3rd
Steve Nhat Cao  59  4th
Tommy Rebbechi & Matt Stacker  52  5th
Tori Powers & Sawyer Thomas  52  5th
Christine Mac & Liz Pham  52  5th

Spaghetti Bridges
Spaghetti, Epoxy, and Physics, OH MY! The Physics students of Cherry Hill West assembled together for a day to break their creations and compete for the best ratio. It took one whole month of research, preparation, and grueling effort to assemble these works of art. Under the supervision of Mrs. Millili and Ms. Tan, the students had a day of great fun and constructive learning that made memories to last a lifetime.
The excitable Seniors woke up at the break of dawn to board a plane to paradise. For three wonderful nights and four fabulous days, the kids enjoyed the hot Florida weather, the magic of Mickey Mouse, and the allure of the Wizarding World of Harry Potter. Ninety-nine kids went as peers, and ninety-nine kids came home as friends.

2011 Senior Trip
Spring

As the flowers bloom, and the breeze warms, the students at Cherry Hill West prepare for their second large break, the musical, as well as a new season of sports. It is the daunting time where AP students prepare for their exams, and teachers begin to prepare to administer final exams. Seniors are getting into college while trying to absorb as much experience as they can while still in high school. The warm weather allows students to spend time outside and live their lives to the fullest.

Bridget Posenko belts her heart out as the sassy Ms. Velma VonTussel in the Spring Musical, Hairspray.

Alex Injalan scoops up a grounder and throws a dart to first base for quick out in a Varsity baseball game.

The Spring Track team assembles as they prepare for their meet.

Leanne Casper and Zoe McComiskey strike a pose under the warm Spring sun.
Neira Amatovic and Mike Rodgers walk down the stage demonstrating the beautiful attire in the DECA fashion show.

Colin Coon follows through on a beautiful swing as he watches the ball soar.
FRESHMEN:
Row 1: Nick Karcher, Jim Verzicco, Gabe Bernos, A.J. Sochacki, Chris Yobbe, Sean Harris
Row 2: Connor Kean, C.J. Lechtl, Matt Giampietro, Kevin Mullarkey, Mike Marinelli
Row 3: Coaches: DiCicco, Sean Mullarkey, Will Allen, John Petrue, Elliott Shiff, Kevin McLaughlin, Coach Schmidt

SENIORS
Row 1: Dan Hinger, Sam Toanone, Anthony Lizza, Ben Machtinger
Row 2: Tyler Hoffman, Jack Danegar, Jimmy LoCasta, Brandon Turco, Brian Everett
Varsity, Junior Varsity & Freshmen

Baseball

"I am very proud of the hard work and commitment made by the players this year."
- Coach McMaster

"We had great team chemistry. The guys worked hard, and we had a few huge wins and qualified for the playoffs."
- Ben Machtiger

VARSITY:
Row 1: Sam Toanone, Nick Trigiano, Chris Norris, Zack Perna, Will Boyne III, Ben Machtiger, Adam Campbell, Dan Hinger, Mike Cordeiro, Juan Torres
Row 2: Coach Mazurek, Tyler Hoffman, Nick Still, Brendan Del Monte, Bobby Song, Sean Brining, Will Lichtenberger, Anthony Lizzio, Andrew Fisher, Alex Injilian, Coach McMaster
Not pictured: Robert Cox

JUNIOR VARSITY:
Row 1: Brad Machinski, Brandon Perna, Tyler Hoffman, Sam Toanone, Jack Donegon, Andrew Ohanian
Row 2: Coach Shen, Ryan "The General" Bradley, Anthony Caravattel, Eddie Dunn, Vince Calhoun, Jimmy LoCastro, Chris Alkire, Brian Everett, Coach Caputi
FRESHMEN:
Row 1: Amanda Dalo, Katie Los, Lisa Di Cicco, Marisa Carey, Cassidy Ward
Row 2: Haleigh Keen, Olivia Smith, Devan Corrigan, Georgie Siler, Jessica Sherry, Alexis De Leon, Coach Koester

SENIORS

Alex Auletto, Sawyer Thomas, Ariel Pappas, Tori Berenato, Ali Knellwolf, Lisa Kostelecki, Steph Cartagno
Not Photographed: Tori Powers, Veronica Lance
Varsity, Junior Varsity & Freshmen

Softball

"NO EXCUSES!"
- Steph Carfagno & Lisa Kasteleski

"This year’s team was defined by fun and rebuilding"
- Coach Gust

VARSITY:
Row: Lynn Juan, Ariel Pappas, Alyssa Sims, Alyssa Ketrick, Caitlin Satich, Steph Carfagno, Lisa Kasteleski
Row 2: Ali Knellwolf, Courtney Knoedler, Alex Auletta, Brianna Rinaldi, Sawyer Thomas, Alyssa Garcia, Meghan Kelly, Ariel Griner, Toni Berenato, Coach Gust

JUNIOR VARSITY:
Row 1: Courtney Knoedler, Renee DiCicco, Jessica Toddley, Meghan Watson, Danielle Hettkorn, Katie Scheidemann
Row 2: Erin Watson, Victoria Powers, Caitlyn Somers, Veronica Lance, Amanda Byrne, Kellee Binning, Rachael Wilhelm, Coach Wallace
FRESHMEN
Row 1: Patricia Sittikul, Melissa Everett, Cynthia Sanchez, Julia Clarke, Hope Ward, Dmitry Vervelokis, Kasey Applegate, Julie Nguyen
Row 2: Rachel Mound, Carly Spittler, Chelsea Errichetti, Casey Diaz, Carolyn Eliaz, Amanda Monet, Margaret Deering, Natalie Meidt, Coach Naumann

SENIORS
Row 1: Marta Bravo, Candice Danridge, Kayla Bruhn, Bridget Hanna
Row 2: Alyssa Tiedeken-Willis, Natalie Hughes, Taylor Klevenz, Liz Godorov, Michelle Ehrmann, Monica Versace, Denny Lane
Varsity, Junior Varsity & Freshmen

Girls Lacrosse

"The 2010 lacrosse team was such good friends off the field, that it made playing lacrosse enjoyable and easy, because we all knew how each of us worked."
-Monica Versace

"The season was full of ups and downs. They were a talented squad that was competitive throughout the season."
-Coach Schwartz

VARSITY:
Row 1: Danielle Nobles, Grace MacDonal, Candice Dandridge, Kristine Thomas, Kayla Bruhn
Row 2: Marta Bravo, Dominique Giampietro, Taylor Klevenz, Michelle Emman, Monica Versace, Bridget Hanna
Row 3: Natalie Hughes, Lauren Quinn, Liz Goodr, Katherine Bender, Lauren Anderson, Hannah Bender, Nicole Graham

JUNIOR VARSITY:
Row 1: Toni D’Amato, Lexi Reynolds, Rachel Mound, Cynthia Sanches, Rebecca Chromiec
Row 2: Wendy Cheng, Jessica Bondorf, Denny Lane, Niera Armanovic, Amanda Sizer, Tess Banecker
Row 3: Gina Scalucci, Nikia Iliopoulos, Dionysia Iliopoulos, Casey Diaz, Carolyn Pyle, Carly Spata, Alyssa Tiedeken-Wills
Varsity and Junior Varsity

Boys Lacrosse

"Lacrosse is always fun and has been a great high school experience."
-Mitchell Thomas

"Together everyone achieves more."
-Coach Davis

VARSITY:
Row 1: Andrew Mound, Charles Wilmer, Mac Ensley, Kyle Hughes, Mitch Thomas, Anthony Callahan
Row 2: Jake Hough, Craig Cooper, Jake Bond, Ian Coyle, Zach Bandy, Dan Rokett, Kevin Recine
Row 3: Dan Recine, Bobby Krowicki, Dane Higgins, Davis Fieldman, Tony Barbera, James McLaney, Chris Blandy

JUNIOR VARSITY:
Row 1: Craig Lind, Eric Hays, Joe Dlugowski, Alex Fabian, Jordy Yriguez, Kurt Bruhn, Matt Falcone, Josh Ensley, Gunn Sanchez, Matt Desiderio
Row 2: Tyler Bentley, Isaiah McClure, Matt Kitchenman, Casey Dandridge, Connor Moloney, James Swanson, Evan Rohrbach, Evan Meshanic, Patrick Norris, Zach Tomlino
Varsity and Junior Varsity

Boys Volleyball

“We sweat blood!”
- Connor Quigley

“There is no greater joy than coaching kids who emphasize teamwork. When these boys played together they were unbeatable.”
- Coach Nap

VARSITY:
Row 1: Max Gross, Connor Quigley, Duy Vu
Row 2: Coach Nap, Kevin Viola, Andrew Schmotzer, Kyle Farley, Alexander Struckel, Ethan Arboithnot, Matt Morrison

JUNIOR VARSITY:
Row 1: Dan Steele, Chris Poresky, Enea Koruni, Garrett Quigley, Chris Strollo, Justin Clark, Alex Gumerson, Ray Hornet, Dmitri Badekas
Row 2: Coach B. Nap, Aseel Mazaahreh, Kyle Edmonds, Ryan Lee, Phil Chomiczowski, Andrew McDonald, Sean Bivins, Alex Nieves, Coach A. Nap, Coach Nguyen
SENIORS

Row 1: Tyler Bishop
Row 2: Chelsea Manahan, Carolyn Holloway
Row 3: Atalia Almodovar, Clara Woods, Lauren Reis, Breeanna Herlet, Emma Zapfe, Kelsey Brake

Peter Kohut, Julian Bond, Michael Manalo, Terrell Lee, Christian Perez, Ray Duma
Boys and Girls

Spring Track

"Quite honestly, the season was a pleasant and fulfilling experience."
- Coach O'Donnell

"The beauty of a sport like track & field is that you are ultimately competing against yourself. The girls took this to heart and competed and improved everyday. As a coach, you can’t ask for more than that."
- Coach Bova

Row 1: Nichole Dodaro, Jeffrey Ng, Jeong Wuo Sex, Alex Newton, Kevin Schmalbach, William Young, Sam Macdonald, Peter Skrzynski, Tom Ballovage, Joe Seaman, John Yu, Peter Kohut
Row 3: Coach O'Donnell, Mitch Berlin, Ron Goodwin, Derek Waters, Eric Schuetzle, Jon Smith, Josh Martinez, Marco Velez, Steve Waskick, Phat Ly, Hedra Shokry, Marc Protasio, Erik Schmalbach, Jason Boxer, Eric Hays, Coach Bove

Row 1: Bridget Hicks, Valentina Montana-Garcia, Katie Haig, Jenn Jacobson, Tyler Bishop, Carolynn Holloway, Sibley King, Eva Solberg
Row 2: Brenda Vilesco, Kathleen McGlenn, Clara Woods, Meghan Dunser, Allisa Peterson, Lauren Reiss, Cass Acanzaar, Chelsea Feast, Chelsea Monahan, Jenny Kim, Tiara Jarvis, Danielle Alpert, Lauren Cookes
Row 3: Coach Bova, Coach Abaynie, Marilyn Meola, Lee Ann Still, Raniya Martinez-Meza, Gina Creek, Kelsey Blake, Breeanna Hetzel, Victoria Hetzel, Hanna Franko, Emma Zapfie, Tonya Fogliano, Steph Emore, India Lee, Amanda Lapinski, Atalia Almendovar, Coach Madison
Golf

"The team fought hard all year, and we put ourselves in a position to win several matches that no one thought we could win." - Coach Semar

"Golf may not be a team sport, but we made it feel that way and really learned a lot in the process." - Colin Goan

GOLF:
Lisa Denish, Michael Juan, Vinnie Carbone, Mike Riengtra, Colin Goan, Andrew Ricketti, Coach Semar
Varsity and Junior Varsity

**Boys Tennis**

"We had a fun, exciting year and were competitive all season. The team had strong chemistry and improved throughout the enjoyable season."
- Coach Butler

"Playing tennis is a simple game to prove who is the better player. The results are immediate and it's fun to challenge yourself every match."
- 2011 Seniors

**VARSITY:**
Row 1: Max Mateo, Tank Bittout, Hameet Bajwa, Geoff Bonsdor, Edgar Alkerov
Row 2: Gun Cho, Soagar Sethi, Kevin Catanella, Kevin Ryan, Jeffrey Resnick, Coach Butler

**JUNIOR VARSITY:**
Row 1: Wilson Huang, Kevin Lee, Arthur Rubin, Phil Shin
Row 2: Tyler Good, GIC Marniche, Kevin Ryan, Matt Stacker, Coach Semar
"Who needs to read and write when you can dance and sing?"
-Corny Collins
Cherry Hill West Theatre Department proudly puts on the musical, Hairspray - an exciting, ground-breaking parody of 1960s racism. Set in Baltimore, Maryland, Hairspray chronicles the journey of one young, rotund, rabble-rouser who finds her way onto a daytime TV show and slowly changes the world. The musical deals with such poignant issues as peer pressure, racism, and weight. Cast with West's most talented thespians, Hairspray was a smashing success - raising great revenue and enticing audiences of all ages.
International Dessert Night
The diverse Cherry Hill High School West community shares a common thread of respect for the colors purple and white. West students can often be found displaying their Lion's pride. This apparel is more than just something fun and prideful to wear, but it is also a bond—one that all students past, present, and future will share forever.

Lion's Pride
Musical Arts  The 2010-2011 school year was an exciting one for the vocal and instrumental music departments at Cherry Hill High School West. On a sad note, the vocal program bids esteemed teacher Jim Boecke goodbye after a long time spent at West. On a lighter note, the program welcomes Miss Jennuhi Delp as the newest teacher. The concerts this year are an excellent blend of talented voices and fun pieces. In the world of instrumental music, led by Mr. Jim Mark, the groups continue to develop and grow, and amaze all who hear them. The students are constantly progressing and challenging themselves to perform difficult pieces. They have bonded as a family and are an absolute joy to hear.
Chamber Singers: This select choir combines their silly personalities with an array of classical, challenging arrangements to produce the most beautiful harmonies and melodies one could imagine. They showcase the wonders of Winter throughout the season, and can always be found singing a tune.

Mr. Jim Bockle (left) West bids this beloved vocal professor farewell this year. He was endicic to the education of Vocal Workshop, Choristers, Concert Choir, and the select female choir, Fermata. His skills will be dearly missed, and he will be fondly remembered.

Burjis Cooper performs a sporty solo at Men's Night Out - a free-for-all vocal fest featuring the talented boys of Cherry Hill.

The guitarists play along attentively at the Winter Instrumental Concert.
RAMPANT YEARBOOK:
Row 1: Jen Chung, Jannat Ara, Maria David, Cynthia Sanchez, Megan Lamb, Alejandra Barash, Niko Hartibi
Row 2: Nidhi Patel, Erse Patar, Amy Schlichterman, Kenny Hy, Croley Grignon, Caityl Somers, Maddie Steinbeiss, Sarah Fritz
Row 3: Steve Hargis, Samantha Weiss, Kankung Hy, Caroline Pastino, Sophia Economou, Elif Patar, Jinnia Nusrat
Row 4: Mr. Ciaorella, Harlan Hoffman, Joe La Morgia, David Hinshillwood, Natasha Mwape, Brandon Lam, Giavanna Deikuduro, Miss Brennan
Wow, I really can't believe that I have been creating this book of memories for four years, when you open the book years from now, smile, laugh, and cry. This book is meant to preserve our great memories and is a reminder to move forward and create new memories every second of every day. - Kerwing Hy

The last four years as a member of the RAMPANT staff have taught me that with a little hard-work and determination, we can make beautiful memories that last forever. - David Hinshillwood
SGO

Lauren Rees & Brian Everett
(Vice President and President)

“SGO is a tight knit group that works hard to bring the community together at West and outside of school. The community service we do is very fulfilling and rewarding.”
- Brian Everett
President of SGO

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION
Row 1: Meladie Swartel, Kendra Bradley, Kenny Hy, Tiffany Ly, Milagros Munoz, Leanne Caspe, Madalyn Stanfield, Nilofar Habibi, Ilona Zobole, Sarah Fritz, Casey Owens
Row 2: Jennifer Simon, Erin Watson, Jessica Tadaley, Emily Johnston, Katelyn Mazcot, Dristra Yveloelys, Carolynn Holloway, Melissa O'Kane, Valerie Wilson, Christine Hicks, Ariel Popoas
Row 3: Ray Horner, Brianna Rekold, Jonathan Alshe, Matt Stackler, Brandon Stotes, Kevin Voja, Tom Rebbetechi, Chrisy Onorato
Babson Babou, Zayra Yousef, Lauren Rees, Leisi Reynolds, Victoria Hefel
Row 4: Courtney Patterson, Katie Berkey, Natasha Muwagase, Zaki, Kenna Bridgetp Hicks, Lynn June, Effy Gittel, Evan Rohnbach, Sarah Kane, Andrew Tran, Stephanie Denning, Tyler Brake, Edgar Amoros, Tommy Aristone
Row 5: Alek Sargento, Patrick Norris, Samantha Farkas, Alaina Canuso, Jordan Greene, Brian Everett, Jill Pacheco, Kevin McLaughlin, Adam Folone, Craig Lind, David Perrin, Jason Poole
2014 Class Government

Amanda Versace & Jessica Iannetta-Whitcroft (Lt. Governor and Governor)

"There is no place I'd rather be than graduating with the class of 2014. It was a fantastic year, and I can't wait for the next three years."
- Jessica Iannetta-Whitcroft
Governor of the Class of 2014

FRESHMEN CLASS GOVERNMENT:
Row 1: Katie Shetler, Laura Giordano, Alex Scott, Amanda Versace, Anne Mouravannyi, Rachael Madeira
Row 2: Jessica Iannetta-Whitcroft, Abby Dugan, Ashley Vilmam, Lauren Buckwalter, Jenna Brown, Shannon Flynn, Makenzie Tyler, Amelia Mihalopoulos
Row 3: Erin Redmond, Alexa Greenberg, Sarah Van Horn, Ryan Czap, Emily Johnston, Jenna Myer, Hannah Brown, Jamie Robertson
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2013 Class Government

"This year, our Sophomore Class has been able to accomplish so much. We had a scary time at Great Adventure Frightfest and a very successful Catyllion. I can’t wait to see what next year holds!"

- Nick Mohrfield
Governor of the Class of 2013

SOPHOMORE CLASS GOVERNMENT:
Row 1: Melissa Everett, Lisa Denish, Estefanie Bockler, Amanda Dioto, Lisa Di Cocco, Mickaylyn Cook, Nick Mohrfield
Row 2: Julia Lanzu, Reese Howard, Emile Cassano, Amanda Moreton, Melissa Malik, Kasey Applegate, Rachel Mound, Chris Yobb
Row 3: Kathleen McGlenn, Olivia Smith, Devan Carrigan, Michael Slusky, Robert Ingram, Nicolette Graham, Meghan Dunser, Abby Di Vito
2012 Class Government

Jenny Kim & Inda Lee
(LL Governor & Governor)

"Junior year was stressful and fun at the same time. There were multitudes of experiences including prom, HSPA, and other fun activities. We are looking forward to next year, our final year at West."

- India Lee
Governor of the Class of 2012

JUNIOR CLASS GOVERNMENT:
Row 1: Jenny Kim, Shreya Patel, Clarissa Janney, Julianne Calzonetti, Jannat Ara
Row 2: Alicia Gysbers, Dominique Giampietro, Taylor Maderia, Gianna Flamini, Renee DiCicco, India Lee
Row 3: Connor Schuck, Kyle Lapinski, Jake Rosenthal, Chris Altieri, Hannah Franke, Kate Scheidemann, Danielle Altieri
Our great journey began with one step into West, where we found a home. Just as is natural, we must move on so that we can take on our promising future, and be leaders in the world.

- Dan Mohrfield

SENIOR CLASS GOVERNMENT:
Row 1: Marialsa Maggio, Camille Noble, Lauren Di Donato, Jill Altman, Toytay Reeve, Alyssa Pilla
Row 2: Lindsey Myer, Danielle Iannetta, Alex Kelly, Alexus Weatherspoon, Alyssa Green, Jayda Grimes, Petrell Vereen
Row 3: Isen Blata, Breanna Hefket, Dan Mohrfield, Ryan Rogers, Lionel Forrester Jr, Sara Holroyd, Tara Monach
DECA is a co-curricular activity that prepares students for past secondary business and marketing studies, as well as future careers. Our chapter is the largest club in the school and one of the largest in the state.

- Mrs. Mellieby & Mrs. Minuto
ROTC:


Row 3: Cody Andreczak, Meir Moskowitz, Robert Raderfer, Natasha Mwaba, Joseph Fox, Shanta Davis, Jake Stone, Michael Deladocayta, Darrin McGonigle, Matthew Owens, James Niva, Papungkon Treifewray, Marques Berberabe, James McCann, Duwayne Allen, Chris Ourumoc, Jose Valente, Levin Trinidad

Row 4: Sydney McDonald, Kuo S. Kim, Alex Kudela, Tyler Nieves, Johnny Petersford, John Mazelka, Trevor Lawson, Kyle Harries, Daulton James, Patrick Vois, Kyle Collins, Jimmy St. Clair, Bobby Olóro, Luis D. Marchena, Alex Cantor, Luis Berrios

Row 5: Chief Gorgas, Michael Books, Ujjwal Tamhankar, Chris Strollo, Sean Callaghan, Chris Gruberg, Billy Piercival, William Plenty, Bryan Meyers, Josh Tomano, David E. Miller, Sidney Blush, Hayden Rempierey, Josh Schwarz, Patrick Hall, Matt Schepfer, Major Skelly

COLOR GUARD:

Row 1: Ariel Van-Sentina, Brandon Traina

Row 2: Nancy Sanchez, Meir Moskowitz, Daulton James, Janish Babiana, Jimmy St. Clair

Row 3: Kyle Harries, Bryan Meyers, Sidney Blush, Patrick Hall
"RYLA was probably the greatest and most valuable experience of my life. It was the best week ever - and I wouldn't have traded the experience for anything."

-Kerwing Hy
District 7640 Top Conference of the Year

RYLA DELEGATES:
Row 1: Jennifer Sinacori, Chrissy Onorato, Monica Versace
Row 2: Alaina Caruso, Sara Holroyd, Kerwing Hy, Michelle Ehrmann

BOYS STATE:
Row 1: Willie Shuler, Brian Everett
Row 2: David Hirshillwood, Dan Mohrfield, Chris Paresky, Julian Bond

GIRLS STATE
Yanelle Pabon-Garcia, Amber Kusching, Danielle Iannetta, Lauren Riess
Mock Trial & Photography Club

Mock Trial:
Row 1: Kelly Sinacori, Clara Woods, Karen Cieslewicz, Tess Banecker
Row 2: Jeremy Ratblat, Chris Poresky, Steve Shimchick, Derek McInish, Effy Gittler, Nicholas Sansone

Photography Club:
Row 1: Vivenne Lee, Becca Deverny, Elif Patan, Erise Patan
Row 2: Dena Lightman, Justine Fox, Denny Lane, Aubrey Stueven, Estefanie Bockeler, Chelsea Day
Row 3: Mrs. Savidge, Jahna Riddle, Leify North, Lauren Coates, Shoshana Rosenberg, Shayne Rabb, Sean Jenson
Aspects & Visions

Editors of Aspects and Visions: Kerwing Hy, Samantha Farkas, and Amber Kusching

Aspects:
Row 1: Hailey Cohen, Rachel Genovese, Jennifer Sinacori, Cynthia Sanchez
Row 2: Lauren Munera, Samantha Farkas, Kerwing Hy, Amber Kusching, Valeriya Sydorenko

Visions:
Row 1: Christine Nguyen, Cynthia Sanchez, Mrs. D’Alessandro
Row 2: Samantha Farkas, Kerwing Hy, Amber Kusching
Latin Club & Certamen

Latin Club:
Row 1: Vivienne Lee, Gabby York, Amanda Bohannon, Carrie Union, Valeria Sylinderko, Jade Schultz, Fayth Hargrove, Anna Maurovanny, Melissa Ronzer, Rachael Maderia, Amanda Vranos, Amanda Zhou
Row 2: Hope Ward, Amanda Steele, Amanda Sizer, Alex Newton, Matt Ellingsworth, Jeremy Rotblat, Ryan Gallagher, Christine Nguyen, Dana Gunnerson, Emily Walters, Jimmy Tran, Jeanie Protacio, Chelsea Holiday
Row 3: Meghan Dunner, Kayla Kuney, Elly Gittler, Shaina Slaugher, Dolly Dang, Johnny Kang, Ariela Katz, Amalanga Chernishova, Courtney Humphrey, Claremore Fung, Maya Wittman, Anthony Verme, Joseph Mattady, Rebecca Liu
Row 5: Brittany Bowe, Don Tran, Bryana Manning, Sarah Desai, Andrew McDaniel, Kevin Schmalbach, Joshua Busham, Albert Enriquez, Craig Und. Sam Martin, Andrew Adorno, Stephen Rege, Tim De Coursey, Mr. Munday

Certamen:
Row 1: Jeremy Rotblat, Ryan Gallagher, Christine Nguyen, Tiana Adriatico, Edward Jung
Row 2: Dyll Dang, Johnny Kang, Ariela Katz, Amalanga Chernishova, Tyler Brake
Row 3: John Brot, C.J. Schwelker, Movsh Khan, Amanda Gutmann
Row 4: Kevin Schmalbach, Joshua Busham, Albert Enriquez, Caleb Broady, Mr. Munday
African American Culture Club & French Club & Spanish Club

AFRICAN AMERICAN CULTURE CLUB:
Row 1: Yvonne Walker, Tracee Jackson, Kendyll Williams, Aiyah Criner, Ashley Pozo, Jenny Kim, Shelby King, Indra Lee
Alba Hoshin
Row 2: Ivelis Gonzalez, Ramona Mensearay, Kyra Gibson, Mary Poard, Tara Monah, Morgan Rase Hampton
Tina Calhoun, Javicia Crimins, Maya Shuler, Chelsea Holody
Row 3: Aaron Trujillo, Faith Harvey, Natasha Harris, Willie Shuler, G. Samuels, Syedee King, Tiara Jarvis, Carla Still, John Smith, Sari Glass, Kandace Chambers

FRENCH CLUB:
Row 1: Zoe Miller, Helen Poole, Melissa Hernandez, Sarah Kane
Row 2: Shannon Tyler, Isabella Kozorowski, Emmanuelpo Lobotes, Maya Shuler
Nancy Lee

SPANISH CLUB:
Row 1: Victoria Powers, Sawyer Thomas, Marta Bravo, Danielle Iannetta, Elizabeth Kivelowitz, Lindsay Myer, Camille Nobile
Row 2: Mr. diet Faria, Dan Hinger, Tyler Hoffman, Christian Martinez, Natasha Mtwepe, Alisia Clother
Latinos at West & Varsity Club

LATINOS AT WEST:
Row 1: Nancy Sanchez, Jeremy Piqueraro, Sam MacLean, Marc Velas, Eric Henderson, Yanelle Pabón-Garcia, Giselle Tovar.
Row 2: Christian Perez, Parla Cherfonte, Dominick Colón, Bianca Scorza, Gabrielle Patrick, Gianna Montanez, Cynthia Vargas.
Row 4: Araceli Burgos, Lesley Encarnacion, Ashley Alvarado, Giovanni Nieves, Melissa Hernandez, Alyssa Garcia, Ashley Villaterino.
Row 5: Danielle Parro, Jennifer Melo, Marilyn Melo, Ivette Joanna Gonzalez, Cynthia Rivera, Alyssa Ortiz, Alexa Benitez, Deanna Buchette.

LATINOS AT WEST OFFICERS:
Yanelle Pabón-Garcia (President), Christian Feliciano (Vice President), Giselle Tovar (Co-President)

VARSITY CLUB:
Ultimate Frisbee & Chess Club

Ultimate Frisbee
Co-Presidents: Chris Poresky and Steve Shimchick

ULTIMATE FRISBEE:
Row 1: Maria David, Leanne Caspe, Cameron Noble, Kristine Thomas, Marta Bravo, Alex Lee
Row 2: Ray Dunia, Sam Maclean, Joseph Matlock, Alex Cantor, Justin Torio, Ben Rimer, Mitchell Thomas
Row 3: Brandon Lam, Chris Poresky, Connor Quigley, Derek McIntosh, Nick Martin, Billy Coll, Harneet Baluja
Row 4: Matthew Nguyen, Damon Lu, Brian Dookey, Steve Shimchick, Phil Chomiczewsks, Nathan Gross, Brian Smolinsky, Michael Manalo, Matt Cahill

CHESS CLUB:
Row 1: Tank Bittoaf, Xenia Muse, Kenny Hy, Nick Colzannello, Mr. Herman
Row 2: James Nirmal, David Bushra, James Mac Allister, Joe Seaman, Kevin Chan, Donald Seamon
Row 3: Chris Anderson, Colaba Brody, Derek McIntosh, Christian Feliciano, Papangkorn Trethewey, Edgardo De Jesus
Book Club West & Circle Club

BOOK CLUB WEST:
Row 1: Jade Schultz, Jeanine Protacio, Lauren Munera, Harley Cohen
Row 2: Jennifer Chung, Enise Patan, Cynthia Sanchez, Elf Patan, Sarah Fritz, Veronica Lance
Row 3: Mrs. Funaro, Marissa Clemens, Amanda Gutmann, Aaron Trujillo, Sofia Pendleton, Alyssa Sheppord

CIRCLE CLUB:
Row 1: Baha Ayyash, Monique Hammond, John Thomas Stavros, Ana-Marie Rongione, Elizabeth Phan, Jen Yates
Row 2: Kayla Little, Jamie Corbett, John Mackowsky, Greg Figurile, Jordan Cahill, Jessica Molczak, Ashlee O'Donnell, DeAnna Burchette
Row 3: Amanda Flynn, Daulton Goettelmann, Kyle Foley, Christian Martinez, Sean Curran, Ryan Culler, Alex Cantor, Derick Beekler, Ashish Sharma
Environmental Club &
GSA & Science Club

ENVIRONMENTAL CLUB:
Row 1: Enise Patan, Cynthia Sanchez, Elizabeth Kivelovitz, Elif Patan, Patricia Sittikul
Row 2: Ryan Biggs, Adam Breskin, Steven Hargis, Harkan Hoffman, Barsili Desai

GSA:
Row 1: Katie Dickson, Lauren Munera, Veronica Lanoa, Hailey Cohen
Row 2: Sabrina Gonzalez, Vivienne Lee, Dana Bryant, Carleen Innourato, Emmelma
Bassichio
Row 3: Mr. deFaria, Elizabeth Kivelovitz, Ariel Katz, Moshe Rosenbaum, James Mac
Allister, Jonathan Bar-or, Alyssa Clothier

SCIENCE CLUB:
Row 1: Patricia Sittikul, Edward Jung, Christine Nguyen
Row 2: Barsili Desai, C.J. Schmalbach, Ujwal Tamhankar
A-Chord Officers & Stage Crew & Sound and Lighting Crew

A-CHORD OFFICERS:
Row 1: Jennifer Yates, Yanelle Pabon-Garcia, Cindy Medline, Julie Hang, Isabel Mancini, Alisana Moukaoeva
Row 2: Kendyl Williams, Kasey Applegate, Ethan Abrams, Alyssa Smith, Kelly Snaoore, Karen Cieslewicz
Row 3: Ryan Sagedy, Zayna Youssef, Alexis Nop, Anu Kang Chirkhazova, Courtney Humphrey, Jasmine Riel
Row 4: Dezineo Green, Domenique Hangrove, Nick Petraki, Megan Webster, Sarah Ottino, Cyndey Humphrey, Shira Moth
Row 5: Kyle Lapinski, Jah-Mee Lewis, Evan Michalak, Julian Kehower, Brian Dooney, Derek McIntosh, Jordan Friedman

A-CHORD OFFICER OFFICIALS:
Row 1: Isabel Mancini-Secretary, Jasmine Riel-President, Julie Hang-President
Row 2: Jordan Friedman-VP, Brian Dooney-VP, Derek McIntosh- Treasurer

STAGE CREW:
Row 1: Cindy Nguyen, Alisana Moukaeva, Sophia Economou, Jessica Matczak, Sara Rubenstein
Row 2: Rebecca Homer, Kelly Haswell, Hope Holroyd, Alexis Nop, Amber Kusching, Elizabeth Kivelowitz
Row 3: Austin Plunkett, Sara Holroyd, Stephen Puche, Max Pilet, Remy Johnson
Row 4: Jonathan Bar-co, Bridget Poserina, Michael Slesar, Jack Meidel, Josh Razov, Robert Segrest

SOUND AND LIGHTING CREW:
Row 1: Cindy Nguyen, Alisana Moukaeva, Alexis Nop, Elizabeth Kivelowitz
Row 2: Jonathan Bar-co, Lauren Coates, Sara Holroyd, Stephen Puche, Remy Johnson
Row 3: Bridget Poserina, Michael Slesar, Jack Meidel, Josh Razov, Robert Segrest
Not Photographed: Q. Davis
THEATRE WORKSHOP:
Row 1: Ana-Maria Thomas, Marna Dunne, Zoe Miller, Anna Mourovannyi, Aliyah Carter, Keely Donnelly, Leah Mc Gonigle, Amy Schlachterman, Rachelle Bologtas, Ryan Sagedy, Jennifer Yates, Yanellie Pabon-Garcia, Paige Espinosa, Justine Fox
Row 2: Vladimir Tikanov, Sabrina Gonzalez, Rebecca Martines, Lauren Coates, Elizabeth Kivelowitz, Ethan Abrams, Sara Rubenstein, Taylor Myers, Cindy Nguyen, Kaitly Dickson, Victoria Powers, Elizabeth Dugan, Alyssa Clother, Amber Kusching
Row 3: Sarah Raff, Megan Webster, Hope Holroyd, Sara Holroyd, Courtney Humphrey, Melissa Hernandez, Jessica Matczak, Morgan Pyle, Lauren Riess, Maya Wittman, Zayna Youssef, Alexis Nop, Rebecca Homer, Stephanie Kegel
Row 4: Stephen Puche, Nick Petroski, Bridget Posey, Brittany Burns, Kelly Haswell, Aubrey Stueven, Jonathan Bar-on, Rebecca Trotman, Aitana Moukaeva, Kaitly Stiles, Jordan Friedman, David Hirschfield, Kayli Bunte
Row 5: Robert Segrest, Arlind Hoxha, Aaron Trujillo, Nathan Gross, Kameron Cooper, Jordan Cahill, Julian Kelhower, Michael Slossar, Josh Rozov, Jack Meidel, Chris Poresky, Isabella Kaczorowski, Moshe Rosenbaum, Christian Feliciano, Shannon Tyler

TESPISAN SOCIETY:
Row 1: Ana-Maria Thomas, Yanellie Pabon-Garcia, Leah Mc Gonigle, Jonathan Bar-on
Row 2: Sarah Raff, Jessica Matczak, Sara Holroyd, Rebecca Homer, Amber Kusching, Kelly Haswell
Row 3: Aubrey Stueven, Bridget Posey, Chris Poresky, Michael Slossar, Nathan Gross, Stephen Puche
Red Ribbon Committee & Play
& Shop West

RED RIBBON COMMITTEE:
Row 1: Nicole Torres, Jennifer Alaya, Sophia Bierra, Emily Boddley, Cindy Medina
Row 2: Amy Schlachterman, Liz Pham, Petra Charfane, Audrey Broussard, Brittany Burnett, Erica Santangelo, Caitlin Haler, Nicole Clark
Row 3: Alyssa Green, Kelly Sinozic, Jane Truex, Yukki Walker, DeAnna Burchette, Ashley Villamain, Alba Grewsky
Row 4: Kristanna Perez, Jasmin Richardson, Alexa Santangelo, Harlan Hoffman, Steve Hargis, Giana Malletta, Marilyn Melo, Natasha Mwape, Talia Jones

RED RIBBON PLAY:
Row 1: Amy Schlachterman, Rebecca Homer, Salornia Gonzalez, Amber Kuching, Melissa Hernandez
Row 2: Kelly Haswell, Elizabeth Kivelowitz, Kelly Sinozic, Ethan Abrams, Stephen Puche, Isabella Kozarowski

SHOP WEST:
Row 1: Monique Hammond, Jennifer Farina, Shani Hardt, Baba Ayush
Row 2: Mrs. Adamczyk, Deningfei Lin, Anthony Broome, Sean Curran, Lokman Abdulai
National Honor Societies

“We as the members of the NHS represent the four ideals: Leadership, Scholarship, Character & Service.”

Robert E. Hanson
Chapter of NHS

NHS SENIORS:
Row 1: Karen Cieslewicz, Devon Carney, Julie Hang, Brittany Taglieni, Sarah Raff, Amber Kusching, Rachel Genovese, Chirse Onorato
Row 2: Abigail Pagano, Kerwin Hy, Ariel Papas, Leanne Caspe, Alyssa Borges, Monica Versace, Aubrey Stueven, Rachelle Balagno, Leech Mc Gonigle, Rebecca Homer, Victoria Powars, Julian Bond, Billy Call
Row 3: Mitchell Thomas, Clara Woods, Amy Schlachterman, Lauren Rees, Michelle Ehmann, Sara Halroyd, Jennifer Sicacon, Alyssa Smith, Samantha Farkas, Tyler Hoffman, Eric Rizza, Connor Quigley, Aseel Mazzahneh
Row 4: David Hinshillwood, Jiyang Kwan, John Donegan, David Perrotti, Emma Zapfe, Alaina Canuso, Chris Polesky, Alex Dragani, Brad Dykstra, Kevin Ryan, Dan Mahrfield, Brian Semlyen, Colin Goan, Andrew Schmeltzer, Ryan Rogers

NHS JUNIORS:
Row 1: Jessica Matcza, Johny Kang, Jeremy Rotblat, Sarah Fritz, Grace MacDonald, Mama Dunne, Holly Mangiotti, Wendy Cheng, Tess Bannacker, Danielle Noble, Zoe Miller, Indra Lee
Row 2: Lynn Juan, Kevin Voiga, Donald Seaman, Christopher Leyh, Edgar Alkover, Courtney Humphrey, Rachael Wilhelm, Breanna Brown, Amanda Sizer, Emily Martinez, Kelly Sicacon, Maya Wittman, Hiba Hashem
Row 3: Patrick Norris, Andrew Adorno, Brendan Del Monte, Jeffrey Ng, Alexia Santangelo, Tom Reebach, Katie Schielemann, Sydnee King, Tiarra Jarvis, Joe Sevain, Bridget Hicks, Courtney Patterson, Renee Di Cicco
ITALIAN NHS:
Row 1: Alyssa Borgesi, Ryan Rogers, Danielle Iannetta
Row 2: Mrs. Cipriano

LATIN NHS:
Row 1: Jeremy Ratiblat, Dat Dang, Brittany Taglienti, Amanda Sizer, Keely Donnelly, Christine Nguyen
Row 2: Johnny Kang, Ephraim Gittel, Chris Anderson, Meghan Dumser, Maya Wittman, Ariela Katz
Row 3: David Hirschfield, Bariel Desai, Kevin Schmalbach, C.J. Schweikert, Andrew Adoma, Amulanga Chinkushova, Courtney Humphrey, Morgan Pyle

FRENCH NHS:
Row 1: Stephanie Emone, Jeremy Ratiblat, Emily Martinez, Lexi Reynolds, Zoe Miller
Row 2: Kevin Lee, Peter Patrick, David Hirschfield, Aseel Mazzahreh, Edgar Aliferov

SPANISH NHS:
Row 1: Nancy Sanchez, Sarah Fritz, Holly Margiotti, Wendy Cheng, Kyle Cari, Alexa Santangelo
Row 2: Mrs. Rivas-Manta, Courtney Patterson, Samantha Farkas, Connor Schuck, Jeffery Ng, Breanna Heldic, Kyle Lapinski, Brian Everett
A LITTLE

personality

Community
Cherry Hill High School West is marked by a great mesh of very different personalities. From the zany teachers, who bring their subjects to life, to the students who sit in class, a community is created that is a perfect balance of work and play, academics and athletics, and music and theatre. Walking down the hallways of West, one doesn’t see a divisional hierarchy of classes - everyone is truly blended as a happy family. As the days progress, we become friends that seem more like family.

Mr. Bova helps his students achieve greatness in and outside of the classroom.

Ms. Marks smiles brings pride to our school community through her dedication to teaching.

Ms. Falcone and Mrs. Langman bring pride to the English department as young educators.

Mrs. Reilly takes a break from her long day to take a picture for our photographer.
Teachers The teachers at Cherry Hill High School West are certainly an eclectic bunch. From the wacky antics of a certain bald teacher who brings fish to school, to the demure math teacher who has a passion for her subject, our educators have every personality fathomable. No two classrooms at our school are quite the same.

Students The students at Cherry Hill High School West are truly the heart of our building. There are the musically-minded, the sports-obsessed, and the academic-all stars, all of which comprise a symbolic family that has a strong and lasting bond. We are truly a family community, and wouldn’t have it any other way.

Mrs. DeSantis helps her class prepare for their driver's education exam. Magister Munday lectures his upper-level class on the beauties of ancient Latin.
WE ARE WEST!
To the Cherry Hill High School
West Educational Community
Especially the Graduates of the Class of 2011

It truly amazes me how quickly each school year seems to pass by, and I am stunned that the Class of 2011 will soon become our next group of alumni. I will carry with me many fine memories of this graduating class. I had the chance to meet so many of these students when they entered middle school in 6th grade, and I have watched them mature into the young adults that they are today. It has been an absolute pleasure to work with the members of this class, and their families. Always remember, that it was as a student at West that you have experienced the recent changes in the world. It is as a graduate that you will step forward and change the world for us.

For our educational community, this yearbook reveals so much about us and our collective history. It truly is the story of who we are. It is within these pages that you will find who we are as an educational community, as a school. We have created a legacy and a lasting impression on this school. We have worked together, developed together, laughed together, and cried together. We have won games and championships together and we have stunned audiences in the theater together. We have studied, we have learned, we have grown, we have matured.

The foundation that you have established at High School West will serve you well in to the future. In your memories you will always carry a part of this school with you. If you are fortunate enough to be returning for another year at West, enjoy your summer — read and reflect, dream and laugh, prepare for your return in September.

I look forward to seeing you all soon! Have a safe and a happy summer.

Fondly,

Joseph N. Meloche
Principal
Board of Education

Samantha Farkas
Cherry Hill West Student Representative to the BOE

Kevin Ryan
Cherry Hill West Student Alternate Representative to the BOE

Dr. David C. Campbell
Superintendent

BOARD OF EDUCATION

Row 1: Mr. Eric Goodwin, Mrs. Carol Matlock, Mr. Seth Klukoff (Board of Education President), Mrs. Kathy Judge (Board of Education Vice President), Mrs. Sherrie Cohen
Row 2: Mr. Steven Robbins, Samantha Farkas, Dr. David C. Campbell, Kevin Ryan, Mr. Elliott Roth, Mrs. Colleen Horiates
David is a determined, driven, and responsible student. I had him in his first three years at West, and saw him make a remarkable progression. He is gifted in French and picks up on it with great speed. David was inducted into the French National Honor Society as a sophomore and has remained an outstanding example of French passion in this school. He was an absolute joy to have in class! He has excelled as a student of French, as well as a student overall. I am so proud of his accomplishments, and his personality makes him an overall wonderful student to have in class. I wish him luck in his future endeavors.

This year’s senior class is especially exceptional. In the midst of all the talent and potential, one senior stands out for her dedication to the Chorus Department. Jasmine is a member of the three most elite ensembles in the Chorus Department. In addition to her beautiful singing and extraordinary talent, she demonstrates capability and leadership in her role as a student intern. It is a rarity to find a student who is so gifted at teaching at such a young age. We wish her much success in her future as a music educator!
I enjoyed having Chris in my class so much last year that I asked him to be a lab aide for the Physics teachers this year. His enthusiasm for learning and for his music is exciting to see and hear about. I wish him the best of luck in everything he will do in the future whether it be science or music.

Camille was with me for four periods every day this year. Thankfully, she is a pleasant, funny, helpful, and motivated student.

Alex was a work animal in my AP Statistics class. He was always intuitive and contributing to class. He is an intelligent and distinguished student who will make a significant contribution to society one day.
FACULTY & STAFF

Mr. Frost
Mrs. Fudala
Mrs. Funaro
Chief Gargas
Mrs. Garrity-Bamle

Ms. Gerst
Mr. Gomez
Officer Graham
Mrs. Greenberg
Mr. Grillo

Ms. Gross
Mrs. Grossman
Mr. Gurst
Mrs. Hampshire
Mr. Hart

Mr. Herman
Ms. Hopkins
Mrs. Howard
Mr. Howe
Mr. Hoyle

Mrs. Hyman
Mr. Hyman
Mr. Ibunez
Mr. Incollingto
Mrs. Joslin
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Kerwing is a caring and dedicated young man with a great sense of humor and upbeat attitude. I wish him the best in all his future endeavors.

Maria is a hard worker who brings great spirit to class. I enjoyed teaching her and seeing her every day. I know she will do well in the future because of her character, and because she makes it easy for everyone to root for her.
I had the privilege of teaching Josue his junior year in our advanced ESL course. He was soft-spoken at first. Meeting new friends, teachers, and his guidance counselor helped Josue to feel welcomed. Once he acclimated to the culture of West, he was able to learn and contribute in his classes, which afforded him great confidence. Josue passed the HSPA in his second language, which is yet another significant accomplishment for him. As he says goodbye to high school, I wish him well in his college career and thereafter. I believe in Josue; he will always find his path and excel at whatever he chooses to do with his life, as he shows his big grin across his face.
Nicola is an exchange student from Italy taking Physics Honors. He is very enthusiastic about learning Physics and his participation in class is wonderful, especially stories about high school in Italy. I admire Nicola’s determination to experience every aspect of high school life in the United States. He joined music groups, sports teams, and even the spring musical and excelled in the Science League Competition in Physics. I wish Nicola the best of everything life has to offer in the future.
Nancy has been one of the unsung heroes of the West Cadet Corps throughout her high school career, and it has been a pleasure to work with her. She has given of herself to help both old and new cadets alike get used to AFJROTC and what it stands for. Nancy worked hard and achieved Cadet Officer Rank as a senior. She has always been successful in the many positions she’s held and has shown her loyalty through her participation. She received National AFJROTC Awards for her positive attitudes in many aspects. I am proud to have been her instructor for the past four years, and I witnessed her growth and maturity. I wish her nothing but the best in all her future endeavors.

It has been an honor to teach and coach such a wonderful girl like Leanne for the past four years. She is not only academically gifted but is an extremely talented cheerleader as well. She gives 110% at all times in everything she does. She inspires people every single day with her dedication and huge heart. I will miss her tremendously and wish her the best of luck always!
A Little Camera Shy:

Officer Bogin
Mrs. Hunter
Mrs. Mailley
Mrs. Reilly
Mrs. Sanghavi
Ms. Serratore

Mrs. Tierney
Mr. Tucci
Mr. Tully
Mr. Vanni
Mr. Waak

Ms. Wallace
Mrs. Wallace
Mrs. Walton
Ms. Walvoord
Ms. Wasson

Mrs. Weber
Ms. Wilensky
Mrs. Wilkins
Mrs. Willsie
Mrs. Wisniewski

Mr. Wolf
Mr. Woloson
Dr. Wuhl
Mr. Yanover
Underclassmen While every year, West works to make a memorable year for its Seniors, the Underclassmen are the heart and soul of the institution. They have the promise and drive to create a lasting legacy at the school. They are the rising stars of all the sports teams, the gifted musicians and thespians who are rising to get the leads in all of their endeavors, and the academics who will become the brains of the school. The Underclassmen are like the younger children in a family full of transition. It is exciting to watch them grow into their identities throughout their four years at Cherry Hill High School West.

Tess Banecker is inducted into the National Honor Society.

Enea Korumi shows off his Halloween creation.

Charlene Coley, Monique Hammond, Jasmin Richardson, Krizza Farinas, Siobhan King, and Brian Medley enjoy an afternoon of sunshine outside of the cafeteria.

Gina Salvucci, Toni D'Amato, and Holly Margiotti take a break from their intense studies to take a picture.
A Class Act | Joelle Simms, Tiana Rolon, and DeAnna Burchette take a short break during one of their favorite classes here at Cherry Hill High School West.

Sophomore Cotillion | Jalena O'Leary gets into the groove at the annual event, held this year at The Marian House. The event was a fun preview of amazing things on the horizon for our upcoming juniors.

Jeannine Lesniak and Matt Fanuka take a short break before switching classes.

Casey Dandridge and Jah-Meir Lewis are super excited about heading to their next class.
Class of 2014
Freshmen

Jonathan Abesh
Ethan Abrams
Jennifer Alava
Dwayne Allen
Shaina Altman
Cody Andreescu
Sean Antonio
Ayelet Arbely

Byambajav Ayush
Babitha Babu
Harry Bach
Andre Baldarrago
Alejandra Barmash
Matthew Barnett
Brandon Bartoli
Navreet Bath

Francesca Benitez
Marcus Berberabe
Hallie Berger
Luis Berrios
Sophia Berrios
Nickolas Boensch
Amanda Bohannon
Michael Books

Kyle Bordner
Michele Borgesi
Paul Bower
Rachel Bradis
Tyler Brack
John Bress
Wilson Brickner
Robert Brodie

Emily Brodsky
Wade Bronke
Hannah Brown
Jenna Brown
Kayla Broyles
Christian Broshe
Lauren Buckwalter
Sean Callaghan

Emily Calvo
Nicholas Calzaretto
Alexander Castor
Hoang Cao
David Capone
Aliyah Carter
Ashley Carter
Jason Caspe
CLASS OF 2014

Shannon Catanello
Ethan Castillo
Jennifer Chung
Brian Cieslewicz
Mekhi Clarke
Michael Class
Marissa Clemons
Veronica Clothier

Jordan Cohen
Charlene Coley
Kyle Collins
Alana Colontonio
Optimara Cortez
Angelina D'Ambrosio
Joseph Dalton
Alicia De Flavis

Edgardo De Jesus
Richard DeJesus
Jessica Del Fierro
Giovanna Delquadro
Kyra Denish
Shabeeb Denson
Sean Desjardins
Richard Di Eva

Felicia Di Paola
Jillian Di Piero
Katie Dickson
Ckysha Martella Dizon
Andrew Dolan
Nicholas Doto
Abigail Dugan
Elizabeth Dugan

Larglinda Duka
Sumeje Duka
Peter Durne
Tyler Dunphy
Samir Duzel
Jacob Dwortsyn
Pascal Dylewicz
Rebecca Earnest

Gabrielle Eberhardt
Sophia Economou
Albert Enriquez
Krissa Farnas
Jenna Feather
Jeremy Figueroa
Amanda Flynn
Shannon Flynn

Scott Franks
Dominic Funari
Tyler Fung
Darwin Gallagher
Ryan Gallagher
Jia Wei Gan
Sydney Gasparini
Taylor Gentile

Daniel Gibbons
Claudia Gibson
Timothy Gibson
Laura Giordano
Jennifer Gitler
Ryan Gnapp
Clara Gonzalez
Jaquen Gonzalez-Pratt
Azaa Good
Nick Grasso
Baeshon Green
Alexa Greenberg
Melanie Greenberg
Rachel Greene
Alisa Greyway
Dana Gunnarson
Aaron Hacker
Wyatt Hadden
Marc Halem
Monique Hammond
Lauren Harduth
Fayth Hargrove
George Harmon
Ta'Naisha Harris
Faith Harvey
Daniel Hebert
Tristen Heintinger
Sajen Hendricks
Courtney Henry-White
Elisa Hernandez
Flemore Hernandez
Paul Hernandez
Christine Hicks
Dennis Hicks
John Hinshillwood
Darion Hlavaty
Chelsea Holiday
Hope Holroyd
Shelby Horowitz
Aaron Hort
Luke Hussey
Ken Kness
Jessica Iannetta-White
Ounngy Ing
Daulton James
M. Zohaib Jamil
Alicia Jensen
James Jensen
Sean Jensen
Tristen Johnston-
Delossantos
Emily Johnston
Alicia Jones
Talia Jones
Jessica Kajkowski
Tommy Kang
Nicholas Keenan
Stephanie Kegel
Mavish Khan
Kai Kim
Alexander King
Michael King
Siobhan King
Lori Krosella
Stephen Knowlton
Tyler Koch
Sydney Kraus
Louis Kuczynski
Alexander Kudatzy
Sean Kyser
Matthew Lachick
Lisa Lang
Emmanuel Lapoterie
freshmen
CLASS OF 2014

Tyler Nieves  
Alexis Nop  
Amanda Norris  
Krista O'Donnell  
Christiana Ogunsami  
Dolapo Ogunsami  
Nicholas Ohanlan  
Casey Owens

Matthew Owens  
Daniel Paik  
Skylar Palmer  
Jeffrey Panagsagan  
Mark Papneri  
Tom Parker-Boshell  
Michele Parrish  
Caroline Pastino

Nidhi Patel  
Gabrielle Patrick  
Daniel Patterson  
Kristianna Perez  
Monica Perez  
Christin Pfaff  
Maxine Pilet  
Kelly Piliasthos

Austin Plunkett  
Marisa Pope  
Lambrinos Poulos  
Brendyn Proffitt  
Christopher Pulsoni  
Melissa Ranze  
Ranjani Ravirajan  
Katherine Rebacchi

Erin Redmond  
Annaliese Reissmann  
Hayden Remphrey  
Matthew Ricchezza  
Jaarin Richardson  
Lyric Richardson  
Robert Risdorfer  
Connor Ritts

Amethyst Rivera  
Joslyn Rivera  
Karina Rivera  
Natasha Rivera  
Victoria Rivera  
Jamie Robertson  
Allie Robinson  
Alexander Rockford

Daniel Rodiguez  
Shoshana Rosenberg  
Robert Rossell  
Joshua Rozov  
Sara Rubenstein  
Jordan Sabia  
Emily Sachs  
Ryan Sagedy

Ayesha Saleem  
Noora Samela  
Aston Sanford  
Nicholas Sappone  
Tusso Sapp  
Kaleb Savage  
Katy Scalfide  
Jade Schutz
CLASS OF 2014

Alexander Scott
Jessica Scofield
Jonathan Segrest
Shivangi Shah
Zachary Shapiro
Dylan Shepherd
Mark Sholette
Britnee Short

Maya Shuler
Liana Sinh
Leslie Slaton
Shaina Slaughter
Alison Slim
Joshua Smith
Mary Smyth
Aaron Sotomayor

John Thomas Stavros
Katherine Stetser
Kenneth Stetser
Tyler Stiegel
Jacob Stone
McKinley Straub
Wayne Sullivan
Xori Summers

Erica Sunstein
Molly Swanson
Valeriya Sydorenko
Victoria Ta
Ujjwal Tamhankar
Ryan Theke
Christian Thomas
Dylan Toogood

Jared Torres
Nicole Torres
Victoria Torres
Brandon Traino
Jinny Tran
Kathy Tran
Kevin Trinh
Levin Trinidad

Luis Trinidad
Rebecca Troutman
Mackenzie Tyler
Carlie Uriel
Jose Valentin
Sarah Van Horn
Cynthia Vargas
Sofia Velasquez

David Velez-Vazquez
Anthony Verme
Amanda Versace
Ashley Villaman
Carmelo Villegas
Francesca Viola
Moyay Walden
Andrew Waldner

Victoria Walker
Emily Walters
Colin Ward
Gabriel Watkins
Samantha Weiss
Christian Westenberger
Justin Westenberger
Rebekah Wilhelm
freshmen
CLASS OF 2014

Ian Williams
Kendyl Williams
Megan Williams
Rodney Williams
Sasha Williams
Seana Willis
Valerie Wilson
Gabriela Wurster

Andrew Wybranski
Chandara Yin
Zayna Youssef
Rie Yumaog
Gabrielle Yurkow
Brandon Zachary
Jenna Zagoren
Sajat Zamayar

Erik Zapfe
Amanda Zhou
Christopher Zippel
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Damon Bennett
Brian Daniels
Tyler Margolis
John Petaford
Ty-yana Pierson
Patrick Staeple
Brandon Templeton
Raquel Zapatita
Class of 2013
Sophomores

Cassandra Achaznar
Sydney Agag
William Allen
Gizelle Almanzar
Zachariah Altman
Giovanni Armador
Lauren Anderson
Benjamin Andreis
Kasey Applegate
Robert Aquilino
Nicholas Arcaro
Katherine Asman
Dominique Averona
Jared Bahr
Kelsey Baines
Thomas Balcazar
Jonathan Bar-Or
Patrick Baran
Jesse Barraccliffe
Alyssa Baughman
Brittany Bayne
Matthew Becker
Brandon Bell
Christian Benitez
Deon Bennett
Tyler Bentley
William Berenato
Gabriel Berrios
Ryan Biggs
Joshua Bitzer
Sean Bivins
Christopher Blandy
Estefanie Bockeler
Jaya Bond
Kellie Brinng
Elizabeth Brodsky
Matthew Broomall
Audrey Broussard
Katherine Brown
Kurt Bruhn
Keith Buck
Emily Buckman
Cierra Burch
Zoe Burooji
David Bushta
Christopher Buzzone
Amanda Byrnes
Brittany Byrnes
sophomores
CLASS OF 2013

Christopher Cain
Anthony Callahan
John Callahan
Pietro Cancello
Marisa Carey
Devan Carrigan
Kevin Castillo
Sherie Celona

George Christis
Albert Christy
Michael Cianfarra
Abigail Crochon
Katie Clark
Julia Clarke
Lauren Croates
Hailey Cohen

Louis Cohn
William Connolly
Mickaelan Cook
Natasha Corbett
Ginamarie Creek
Enrico Crucitti
Monica Crucitti
Abdur-Raqueebr Cruel

Kailyn Cubbage
Sean Curran
Casey Dandrige
Chelsea Day
Timothy De Coursey
Angelic De Jesus
Alexis De Leon
Steven DeAngelis

Michelle DeChristopher
Daniel Decker
Premim Dedja
Margaret Deering
Jaime Derklegand
Abigail Del Fiero
Michael Delladucita
Lisa Dentish

Bansili Desai
Matthew Deutsch
Justine Devlin
Lisa Di Cicco
Abigail Di Vito
Casey Diaz
Jillian Diegel
Tatiana Donyeek Dizon

Patrick Dolly
Amanda Donnelly
Alexis Doria
Amanda Doto
Jarrod Doughty
Meghan Dumser
Edward Dunn
Mark Egan

Carolyn Elias
Isaiah Ellis
Lesley Encarnacion
Joshua Ensley
Chelsea Erichetti
Melissa Everett
Santiago Enrique
Alexander Fabian
sophomores
CLASS OF 2013

Adam Falcone
Matthew Fanuka
Michael Faust
Michael Flowers
Tanya Fogliano
Kyle Foley
Alex Fox
Joseph Fox

Douglas Frazier
Kadeem Freeman
Edward Fries
Claudio Fanari
Clarence Fang
Crosley Gagnon
Padric Garlen
Taylor Gardiner

Brandon Jay Gaviola
Jacob Gee
Ashley Geracewski
Matthew Gianpetro
Edward Gibbs
Siani Glass
Daulton Goettelmann
Amanda Goldstein

Baby Gonzalez
Chloe Gonzalez
Ivelis Gonzalez
Sabrina Gonzalez
Nicolete Graham
Michael Grant
Connor Gray
Francis Gregorio

Eric Greway
Christopher Gruberg
Megan Gunderson
Nilofar Habibi
Joshua Hadley
Kaitlyn Haig
Yong Han
Shlomi Hardt

Sean Harris
Jhosuan Hernandez
Melissa Hernandez
Yvette Hernandez
Alethea Herrera
Aminah Herrera
Aminah Herzailla
James Hicks

Joseph Hooker
Akramul Hoque
Kathryn Hornates
Patrick Horner
Raymond Horner
Tarese Howard
Xzavier Howard
Michael Howe

Alban Hocha
Tamara Huff
Angelica Iannozzi
Anthony Ibarraonda
Deyshon Ingram
Robert Ingram
Jessica Injajan
Caileen Innaurato
Natalie Meizt
Marilyn Melo
Matthew Mena
Brett Middleton
Zachary Milner
Kali Moessner
Shay Moessner
Nicholas Mohrfield
Connor Moloney
Elijah Molotsky
Gianna Montanez
Valentina Montano-Garcia
Brian Mood
Hubert Morales
Christopher Moran
Amanda Moreton
Ashley Morgan
Rachel Moscon
Justin Muse
Kevin Mullarkey
Sean Mullarkey
Christian Muniz-Jimenez
Jermyn Munoz
Elfgio Muronda
Christine Nguyen
Gianna Nguyen
Julie Nguyen
Alexander Nieves
Christina Nieves
Giovanni Nieves
Stephen Nolan
Daniella Nop
Letty North
Jinnia Nuwat
Jessica O’Kane
Jalena O’Leary
Andrew Ohanian
Epifanio Olarte
Kyala Orr
Ryan Ortega
Mariah Owens
Nicholas Pacitti
Emily Paik
Allison Papasian
Elif Patan
Enise Patan
Aisha Patel
Tucker Patten
Marissa Patti
Ryan Patton
Sofia Pendleton
Stephanie Percival
Brandon Perna
Allisa Peterson
John Pete
Brooke Pettigrew
William Pletty
Mary Pollard
Helen Poole
Ashley Pozo
Adnan Pranjvoku
Tyler Puharic
David Pyle
Peter Pyon
sophomores
CLASS OF 2013

Garrett Osgile
Tatiana Radzian
Matan Raff
Felicia Reed
Jonathan Regan
Donna Rehawi
Christian Renaud
James Riskus

Kaitlin Riva
Jacqueline Rivera
Remi Robertson
Adam Robinson
Marc Robinson
Kevin Rodgers
Meighan Rodriguez
Tiana Rolon

Dominque Rosario
Elaina Roth
Ryan Russ
Timothy Ryan
Jessica San Juan
Cynthia Sanchez Sotelo
Cleo Sanford
Brian Sann

Carmine Scarfo
Jessica Schillinger
Kevin Schmalbach
Christopher Schweikert
Emma Scott
Matthew Semola
Zain Shaikh
Sarah Shannan

Jessica Sherry
Jisung Shin
Elliott Shull
Claudia Silcox
Georgeanne Siller
David Silva
Sharanjit Singh
Patricia Sittikul

Peter Skryzalin
Michael Slussar
Michael Slatsky
Maria Smith
Olyvia Smith
Zachary Smith
Gregory Smolosky
Alec Sochacki

Samuel Solomon
Caitlyn Somers
Carly Spotto
Gabrielle Stankeviciute
Nicholas StClair
Amanda Steele
Madelynn Steinbiss
Louis Stewart

Pierre Strong
Kyle Sullender
Marcus Sumpter
Uriah Sun
Agnieszka Szewczyk
Colin Taylor
Kristine Thomas
Vladimir Tikuonov
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sophomores
CLASS OF 2013

Zachariah Tomaino
Billy Tran
Linh Tran
Michael Tran
Thao Tran
Dylan Tran
Aaron Trujillo
David Truscott

Alexander Valene
Shaina Valentin
Taylor Vallely
Ariel Van-Sertima
Petrel Veeren
Dimitra Vervelakis
James Verzicco
Travis Vezos

Brenda Villecco
Christina Vu
Erik Walker
Ashleigh Wallace
Shatavea Wallace
Jazmyn Walloe
Daniel Walsh
Imani Walters

Cassidy Ward
Hope Ward
Alyssa Washington
Edward Washington
Darius Waters
Dylan Watkins
Evan Wayns
Sigal Weiss

Kaitlynn Williams
Samantha Willer
Daniel Wolf
Paige Yizzi
Jord Yniguez
Christopher Yobb
John Yosko
Adeline Yost

William Young
Noel Yumang
Alexis Zane
Alyssa Zane
Geena Zawijski
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Demetrios Bozakis
Christine Collins
Catherine Connor
Gabrielle Falabella Will
Shamel Hall
Adrienne Lehner
Kenia Medina
Crystal Meon
Jessica Nissenzo
Jeong Woo Seo
Emily Shourds
Juniors

CLASS OF 2012

Joseph Dlugoskinski
Nii-Ofot Dodoo
Samantha Deto
Mama Dunne
Alexandra Durkin
Selma Duzel
Kyle Edwards

Scott Elias
Matthew Ellingsworth
Stephanie Emore
Margarita Espinola
Paige Espinosa
Alyssa Evans
Jennifer Farino

Melissa Feather
Christian Feliciano
Gregory Figarette
Dominic Fillari
Andrew Fisher
Gianna Flaminia
Justine Fox

Alexander Foxwell
Hannah Franke
Sarah Fritz
Kirsten Furey
Alyssa Garcia
Hamlet Garcia
Nicole Gaut

Donell Gee
Jules German
Dominique Giampietro
Rosemarie
Giannopoulos
Erik Gibbons
Kyla Gibson
Julia Gigliotti

Ephraim Gitter
Marissa Goldstein
Maquis Goodman
Lorraine Gorelick
Devon Granger-Lewis
Jackson Green
Jordan Greene

Jack Gunter
Alex Gunnarson
Alicia Gysbers
Kyle Haines
Patrick Hall
Kimberly Hammond
Morgan-Rae Hampton

Hiba Hashim
Eric Hay
Victoria Heffet
Eric Henderson
Jacob Henshaw
Danielle Hertkorn
Bridget Hicks
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Arlind Hoxha
Wilson Huang
Brian Hubbs
Savannah Hudicka
Angelique Hummel
Courtney Humphrey
Cydney Humphrey

Jennifer Ihnaick
Dionysia Iliopoulos
Nika Iliopoulos
Alex Injaiui
Clarissa Janney
Tia Mia Jarvis
Shaquan Jernigan

Remy Johnson
Taneshia Jones
Lynn Juan
Edward Jung
Sebastian Kaluzka
Sarah Kane
Johnny Kang

Damla Kaya
Mark Keating
Alexis Kelbower
Allysa Ketrick
Jenny Kim
Shelby King
Sydney King

Jennifer Kinsella
Courtney Knoedler
Enea Korumi
Steven Kovacs
Michael Krebs
Leuis Lagueal
Kyle Lapinski

Lea Lawson
Tyler Layton
Bryan Le
India Lee
Kevin Lee
Rachel Leftwich
Nicole Lentini

Christopher Leyh
David Lichtmerberger
Shaun Lising
Marissa Lishman
Joseph Little
Dan Loefler
Christine Mac

James Mac Allister
Jessica Mac Carter
Grace MacDonald
John Mackowsky
Taylor Maderia
Ashley Malatino
Darian Maldonado
Class of 2012

James Pyon
Thomas Rebbeccchi
Zachary Renna
Mitchell Renteria
Alexandra Reynolds
Ariana Reynolds
Thomas Richards
Andrew Ricketti
Jahna Reidle
Lindsay Ries
Brianna Rinaldi
Laura Robertson
Taylor Robertson
Evan Rohrbach

Ana-Maria Rongione
Ivan Rosario
Nicholas Rosario
Moshe Rosenbaum
Jake Rosenthal
Jeremy Rotblat
Erica Rothkopf

Arthur Rubin
Caitlin Sablich
Gina Salvucci
Eve Salzberg
Yesica Sandoval Caullar
Alexa Santangelo
Habiba Satiar

Bianca Scanziani
Jason Schaeftle
Katherine Scheidemann
Matthew Schopfer
Connor Schuck
Robert Scoular
Matthew Scull

Donald Seaman
Joseph Seaman
Robert Segrest
Maya Shapfeld
Ashish Sharma
Ryan Shaw
Alyssa Sheppard

Helana Shokey
Joelle Simms
Alyssa Sims
Kelly Sinacori
Karamjit Singh
Kira Singhaus
Amanda Sizer

Andrew Skyn
Amanda Sorg
George Soryal
Brooke Sparacio
Daniella Spiritoso
Matthew Stack
Daniel Stetser
juniors
CLASS OF 2012

Carla Still
Brandon Stokes
Alexis Stone
Nathanial Strano
Kaitlyn Styles
Karin Swantek
Melodee Swantek

Jessica Tadley
Brian Templeton
Morik Thomas
Robert Thomas
Vincent Tomaselli
Tiffany Tomaszewski
Xavier Torres

Doan Tran
Edith Trinidad
Nicholas Trivigno
Deehby Trochez
Brianna Turley
Shannon Tyler
Patrick Vais

Ashley Van Blunk
Brett Van Dyke
Shwetha Varadharajan
Marie Vassey
Yazlane Villegas
Pammella Vincent
Kevin Viola

John Vu
Geovanni Walker
Rae Walters
Tyler Washington
Erie Watson
Megan Webster
Heather Weir

Rachael Wilhelm
Barry Williams
Kelli Williams
Lamar Williams
Maya Wittman
Jennifer Yates
John Zapata

Alex Zuniga

A Little Camera Shy:

Mohamed Aly
Derick Beekler
Justin Clark
Jerry DeLuca
Bryant Harden
Khalida Karimi
Sheerien Khan
Daniel Knox
Celia Leal

Bobby Lu
Shannon Mc Clure
Darius Moore Bass
Jose Refoyo-Ron
Jessica Rivera
Nikolas Sampsyo
Tyrone Taylor
Nargiza Yusupova
Senior Spirit Every year, Cherry Hill High School West watches another class of Seniors graduate and continue on their paths to lead great and exciting lives. It is truly a bittersweet farewell as the educators reflect on the students’ time here. They’ve grown up so quickly over the four year period they spent together. The class of 2011 has some very special personalities, all of which define the class as an exciting and visionary one. There is no doubt that as the Class of 2011 takes its first steps into the real world, they will do great things and bring sheer pride to their nurturing and special alma mater.
Above: Alyssa Borgesi, Stephanie Carusno, and Monica Versace smile for the camera in their 4th Period Statistics class - a senior favorite!

Left: Jill Paccheco returns an excellent serve with both good form and good style as she assists the girls tennis team to a victory.

Brittany Taglieni bowls her way to a great game.

Shannon Andris and David D'Orazio pose for a picture after Shannon learns that she has been crowned Homecoming Queen.
Most Athletic

Connor Quigley & Lisa Kosteleski

Katelyn Beach

Ayana Bentley

Victoria Berenato

Elona Bilovol

Tyler Bishop

Iyen Blata

Kelly Bocci

Julian Bond

Alyssa Borgesi

Kelsey Brake

Marta Bravo
Best Actor and Actress

Anthony Crosby & Yanellie Pabon-Garcia

Jeffrey Dawson
Kristi DeChristopher
Anowar Dedar
Pelumbesha Dedja
Zachary DeJoinville
Stephanie Deming
Richard Derer
Rebecca Devenny
Michael Di Bella
Lauren Di Donato
Jenayrh Dickerson
Andrew Dilks
Cutest Couple

Maria David & Brandon Lam

Elizabeth Godorov

Tyler Good

Autumn Goodwin

Laura Grabowski

Alyssa Green

Deztree Green

Jayda Grimes

Nathan Gross

Amanda Gutmann

Evan Hacker

Graham Haines

Caitlin Haller
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Horowitz</td>
<td>Caitlyn Howard</td>
<td>Joshua Hudnall</td>
<td>Emily Hudson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Hughes</td>
<td>Natalie Hughes</td>
<td>Dylan Hummel</td>
<td>John Hutchins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerwing Hy</td>
<td>Danielle Iannetta</td>
<td>Timothy Iantosca</td>
<td>Ariela Katz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julian Kelhower</td>
<td>Alexandra Kelly</td>
<td>Michael Kemner</td>
<td>Samuel Kenny</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Best Vocalist

Emily Kim
Hannah Kim

Taylor Kleverz
Alexandra Kneillwolf

Jasmine Riel & Burjts Cooper

James Knox
Julie Knox
Peter Kohut
Lisa Kosteleski

Nicholas Krienes
Jiongqin Kuang
Nicholas Kudatzky
Amber Kusching
Most Artistic

Christian Simmers & Devon Carney

David Miller

Steven Mitropoulos
SENIORS CLASS OF 2011

Destiny Nieves
Michael O'Donnell
Robert Oldrati
Christine Onorato

Alyssa Ortiz
Yanelie Pabon-Garcia
Jillian Pacheco
Abigail Pagano

Megan Palma
Vasilos Papalas
Ariel Pappas
Peter Patrick

Alexander Patton
Lauren Penn
William Percival
Christian Perez
Most Likely to Become Famous

David Perrotti  Jessica Pikovsky

Nicol Pilic  Alyssa Pilla

Jillian Pacheco & Daniel Mohrfield

Jason Poole  Christopher Poresky  Danielle Porro  Bridget Paserina

Victoria Powers  Jeanin Protacio  Connor Quigley  Shayne Raab
CLASS OF 2011 SENIORS

Brian Smolsky  Patrick Smyth  John Smythe  Dominic Sparacio
James St Clair  Daniel Steele  Amy Stelmaszyk  Christopher Strollo

Friendliest

Sara Holroyd & Kerwing Hy

Aubrey Stueven  James Swanson
Phillip Tabile  Brittany Taglienti
SENIORS  CLASS OF 2011

Giselle Tavera  Evan Taylor  Alexander Thiele  Ana-Maria Thomas

Mitchell Thomas  Sawyer Thomas  Alyssa Tiedeken-Willis  Anthony Tiesi

Most Changed

Samuel Toanone  Joshua Tomaino

Justin Torio  Marco Tornari

Derek McIntosh & Leanne Cioffi
A Little Camera Shy:
Youssef Abadilla
John Daly
Stephany Davila
Darius Edwards
Vanessa Garcia
Miriam Heyman
Carlos Kersey
Alexa Krautheim
Carlos Rubio
Johnny Vu
Most Talkative

Aseel Mazahreh & Candice Dandridge

Most Academic

David Hinshillwood & Samantha Farkas

Most Unchanged

Alyssa Smith & Andrew Tran
Cherry Hill West Alma Mater

High upon ol' Chapel Hill
stands a school I call my own.
How I love to see her flags
unfurl whenever I may roam.
Royal purple majesties and white
 crusaders thrill.
So pledge your love and loyalty
to dear old Cherry Hill.
So pledge your love and loyalty
to dear old Cherry Hill.
Order of the Lion

The top 1% of the Class of 2011

David Hirshhwood

Robert Frost wrote, "Education is the ability to listen to almost anything without losing your temper or your self-confidence." Oh my goal was this right? My four years at West have been an exercise in academic self-control. The critics of many have taught me that the teacher is always right... even when they aren't. I've bombarded my fair share of tests and pulled an all-nighter or two, all in the name of academia and procrastination. Julies aside, high school will forever be engrained in my mind and remembered in my heart. The friends I've made here are lifelong. I'm not the same guy I was in junior form this girl. I can confide in even when we haven't talked for ages, the Ginge I've spent so long with, my Panama boy who's made me feel happy, and the Troopers who've pushed my limits of morality and even those who I've grown apart from who helped me mature into the person I am today. The memories are beautiful, and I love every last one. High school isn't about a rank, or the highest GPA, it's about the memories. It's an amalgamation of the many great things life has to offer. If I must leave a bit of advice for my friends in the years to come, it would be this: Regret nothing because all is volatile. Regrets fester and run things. Truly, if you live how you want to, and work to the best of your capabilities, there's nothing better you can expect of yourself. Take pride in your endeavors, and greatness will follow. I've worked hard, and I am proud of our graduating class. I wish you all the best of luck.

Aubrey Stueven

These past four years, I don't know where to begin. The days have been enjoyable, thanks to people like Mr. Yont, Mrs. Savage, Mr. Hart, Mr. O'Donnell, Mr. Feld, and every other extraordinary teacher. I have crossed paths with the nights have been long, but the habitual lack of sleep gained me the two best homework buddies. I could've never asked for Connor O'Brien and Jimmy Fallon. I wish I had something insightful to add here, but all I want to do right now is thank my family, friends, and extended family of friends for seeing me through this. Thanks to them, as Lester Burnham said, "I can't feel anything but gratitude for every single moment of my stupid little life." I'm not sure if I'm supposed to have something inspirational to end this, so I'll just leave here the most useful advice I've ever gotten: straight from Coca-Cola's mouth, "Nobody in the world gets exactly what they thought they were going to get. But if you work really hard and you've kind of, amazing things will happen.

I wish you all a long and happy life, and my apologies for all the clichés; everything original I want to say already sounds like it's been done before.

Christopher Poresky

I could tell you that I loved purple, but I know for a fact it's more of a red. Trust me, I still have spirit, though, because I spent my high school years at Cherry Hill High School West. Choices are what YOUR high school years here too. Let's reminisce together. Remember that time there were a bunch of people just standing around in the ramp to F-wing and we wanted to walk past them? I'm glad we can share that memory. There was also that time Mr. Meleskio wore the best pants that the world has ever seen. But in all seriousness, we all have some of our most valuable memories from West. We've spent all of our time here for four years, I went home to sleep, but I came to school to do everything else. I loved friendships at West that will continue on forever, mostly because I made really strong friends. I let my hammer fall on teachers, too, sharing music and laughter with some of the most intelligent and open-minded people I've ever met. High school is the place where people change. High school is the place where people mature, discover themselves. Blossom, I'm a beautiful flower and I didn't get that way on my own. I was watered by Cherry Hill West. My teachers, my friends, my challenges, and my mentorship all helped me become what I am today. I didn't think I could have grown this way at another school. I have purple petals. Pick them off and I am not myself.

Samantha Farkas

Thomas Jefferson wrote, "A mind always employed is always happy," and two hundred years later, that statement holds true. In four years, West never allowed the mind to slip into idleness. And then, happiness never departed. No matter how foreboding a Monday morning may have seemed, there was and continues to be a sense of pride accomplishment, and joy when one steps into the school. West has become our second home, our teachers and friends a second family. We have struggled together, we have triumphed together. We still have the golden beach, we have grown together, lasting bonds that will last all our lives. Whether we realize it or not, our experiences at West—the friends we made, the things we learned, the adventures we had—have shaped us into the young men and women we are today.

The goodbys are bitter sweet, but we cannot dwell on our departure. Our lives may take us in different directions, but the farewell is hardly final. For wherever we go, the memories will never fade. Besides, as Jefferson said, "I like the dreams of future better than the history of the past." And thanks to West, that future looks bright.
Congratulations to our graduating RAMPANT staff members:
Kerwing Hy        David Hinshillwood
Maria David       Amy Schlachterman
Joe La Morgia     Steve Hargis
Brandon Lam

We wish you the best of luck in all your future endeavors. Thank you for all your hard work this year. We hope you cherish your experiences with the yearbook forever.
Fondly,
Mr. Ciavarella and Miss Brennan
Congratulations to all West Athletes in the graduating class of 2011! Thank you for all of you dedication and hard work in making the Cherry Hill West Lions roar as loud as possible throughout the past four years. You've set records and won championships, but most importantly you've created memories that will last forever in your hearts.

Sincerely,
Dr. Kosloff, Vice Principal and Athletic Director
Mr. Laird, Athletic Trainer
Mrs. Savill, Administrative Assistant to Dr. Kosloff
and all of your honored coaches
The Lion's Pride Alumni Association would like to congratulate the class of 2011. We wish you a rewarding and healthy future. Remember to keep in touch with your high school friends and never forget your school roots!

www.lionspride.com

Check it out, you are now alumni!!!

Congratulations to West's Class of 2011! As you move on to life after West, we wish you well and say...

BREAK A LEG!

Cherry Hill West Theatre Workshop
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR GRADUATING SENIORS:

Harneet Bajwa
Rilind Duka
Graham Haines
David Perrotti
Jason Poole
Connor Quigley
Ben Remer
Andrew Schmotzer
Evan Taylor
Nicola Tranquilli

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR GRADUATING SENIORS:

Kristi DeChristopher
Breanna Heifet
Emmalisa Zapfe
Alyssa Pilla
Lauren Riess
Taylor Reeve
Alyssa Borgesi
Fotini Velasquez

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR GRADUATING SENIORS:

Tommy Hays
Derrick Ray
Terrell Williams

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR GRADUATING SENIORS:

Stephanie Carfagno
Taylor Klevenz
Lisa Kosteleski
Congratulations to the Class of 2011!
Represent us well.

The West Administration,
Mr. Meloche
Mr. Coligan       Dr. Kosloff
Ms. Metzger       Mr. Papa
Miss Staffin
HAVE YOU TRIED SOUTH JERSEY’S FAVORITE DRINK?

Available at your local supermarket in gallons, 1/2 gallons and quarts. Original, caffeine free and sugar free with or without caffeine.

EVERYONE HAS A COLA, BUT THERE IS ONLY ONE BOOST!

Ben Faunce’s Great, Great, Granddaughter

Felicia Lindsey DiPaola

Love you, Mom, Dad, Nick Snickers and Max

www.takaboost.com
Congratulations Kyle,
You’re an inspiration and a blessing.
We are so proud – stay determined.
With Much Love and Awe,
Mom, Dad, Danielle, Bill, Steven, Caitlin

Congratulations SGO Seniors!
Thank you for all your dedication.
Ms. Gerst

Brian Everett--President
Lauren Riess--Vice President

Alaina Caruso
Leanne Caspe
Stephanie Denning
Samantha Farkas
Carolyn Holloway
Christine Onorato
Jillian Pacheco

Ariel Pappas
David Perrotti
Jason Poole
Jennifer Sinacori
Andrew Tran
Ilana Zablin
Schnooks,
Your smile has lit our lives for 18 years. It arrived almost at the moment you did, from the moment Daddy first held you. We are so proud of you and so happy for the light you shine on us and those you hold dear. Upward and onward into the next phase of your life with our love, blessings, and joy at the beautiful woman you have become. Only one question remains.......What will we do with all of the "hoodies"?

Love,
Mom & Dad
Dear G,

Sometimes you just have one of those days—and sometimes you have one of those weeks, months, and maybe even years. Yeah, totally been there.

You’re going to make it… and you’ll have my love and prayers with you all the way.

Always remember:

He who began a good work in you will carry it on to completion. PHILIPPIANS 1:6 NIV

I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me. Philippians 4:13 NKJV

I am proud of your accomplishments.

Love you now and forever,

Mom
Congratulations Class of 2011!

Best Wishes from
The Junior Class 2012!!

ARIEL KATZ

We are Proud.
You did it!
Relax and have fun.

ROBERT COX

Congratulations...
We are more than
proud-way to go, Rob!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Mike

ANTHONY P. LIZZI

We’re so proud of you.
Follow your dreams.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Allison

LEANNE CIOFFI

Congratulations! We are so proud of your hard work and accomplishments. We hope this is just the beginning of many more successes to come! We Love You!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Val, Al, Kristen, and Mitch
Dear Tori,

We couldn’t be more proud of the person you have become. You are truly a beautiful person inside and out. May the stars you follow always lead to happiness and dreams come true!

Love You!
Mommy, Daddy and Billy

Alex,

We are so proud of the wonderful young man that you have become. You have worked hard every day to accomplish your goals. Believe in yourself as we believe in you and whatever path you follow in life you will be successful. Never give up on your dreams!

We wish you a lifetime of happiness.

Love you always,
Mom, Dad, & Danielle
She was born on Valentine’s Day
With those cute fast moving lips
And a chocolate chip on her neck
Julia, it’s your graduation
And it’s not shocking
You won’t stop talking

Congratulations!

Love, hugs and kisses,
’143’
Your Family

EDWIN J. CORTEZ

ED, YOU ARE SUCH A WONDERFUL SON. YOU HAVE ALWAYS MADE US PROUD. WE WISH YOU ALL THE BEST IN COLLEGE. ALWAYS KEEP YOUR DESIRE TO SUCCEED AND ENJOY LIFE TO THE FULLEST.
CONGRATS GRADUATE!
LOVE,
MOM AND DAD
MOLLY ELIZABETH ROWLAND

Miss Molly,
It is an established fact that you were put on this Earth to make us laugh.
Despite the circumstances, you have continued to do your 'job'!! You
have kept your humor and kept us laughing.
We all admire your spirit, humor and drive! You are an amazing young
woman and we know you will continue to inspire others in your career
and life!

Wishing you good health, love and laughter always,
Mom, Dad, Sarah, Rebecca, McKenna and Mia

WHEN LIFE SHOWS YOU A HUNDRED REASONS TO
CRY, SHOW LIFE A THOUSAND REASONS TO SMILE.

KAMERON COOPER

- K-A-M -

We are proud of you! You're creative, and talented with a genuinely
loving spirit.
We pray GOD will bless Def-Bananas, - K-A-M - Productions and all
you strive to do.
We couldn't ask for a better Son!

Love, Mom & Dad
Where did the time go?
What a fine young lady you have become.
Words cannot express how proud we are of you.
Wishing you the best in college and beyond.

Love, Mom & Dad

“You know very well who you are.
Don’t let ‘em hold you down, reach for the stars.”
To our shining star Megan! We are so proud of you! We love you so much!

Mom, Dad, and Scott

Jack: time to learn these important life lessons:
No eBay sunglasses,
Cigars in moderation,
No shirt, no shoes, no service!

With love,
Your Family
Congratulations you made it!!
We are so proud of you and everything you've accomplished.
Believe in yourself and great things will happen.
We love you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Spencer
ANTHONY F. SACCO

Anthony,
You have accomplished so much, but never stop reaching for your dreams. We are all so very proud of you.

Love,
Mom, Robert, and Courtney

ARIEL PAPPAS

Congratulations Ariel!

We are extremely proud of your many accomplishments through the years and the beautiful, loving person you are today.
The World is yours. Never give up. Dream, Achieve, and be passionate!
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Justin, Alana, and Brandon
"Life is full of beauty. Notice it. Notice the bumble bee, the small child, and the smiling faces. Smell the rain, and feel the wind. Live your life to the fullest potential, and fight for your dreams."

Chelsea, you bring such joy to all whose lives you touch! You love life...you live every moment to the fullest! So glad I got to share in your Canadian adventures!!

Caring
Hockey
Energetic
Laughter
Smiles
Explorer
Athletic

LOVE YOU AS MANY STARS AS THERE ARE IN THE SKY!!!

Mom, Dad, and Ryan
You've taught us about post holes
You've taught us about bricks.
You've been teaching us stuff
Since you were six.

You've accomplished so much
Those grades! Those scores!
But it's your kindness and love
Which means so much more.

Off to college you'll go
We won't make a fuss.
But need a "shoulder" or "ear",
Remember, you'll always have us!

We LOVE you Samantha,

Mom, Dad, and Michael
ZARINAH MIXON-GIBBONS

Congratulations Zarinah!
You did it and we couldn't be any more proud!
Best Wishes!
Your Loving Parents,
Mom and Jay

STEPHANIE DENNING

You have grown into an amazing woman.
We are so proud of you.
Always follow your dreams.
Make good choices.
We love you so much!
Mom, Dad, and Alison

ALYSSA TIEDEKEN-WILLIS

You'll always be our tiny tiny!
Love,
Mom, Kiera, and Seana

JASON POOLE

Jason,
We are so proud of you!
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Peter, Helen, and Joseph

KEVIN MONTUFAR

Congratulations! You have grown up to be a wonderful young man. We are so proud of you and always will be.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Mary-Kate
RACHEL LYNN GENOVESE

We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments. Your excitement and appreciation for even the simple things in life makes us smile every day. Stay as sweet as you are today! We know God has a perfect plan for your life!

Love,
Mommy, Daddy, and Mikey

Prov. 3:5-6

RYAN CARUSO

Our baby boy is all grown up. We are so proud in all that you do. May all your dreams come true.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Jennifer, Ginger

ZOE MCCORMICK

Zoe,
Little girl-young woman.

No matter your age, we'll always be so proud.

Love,
Mom, Aunt Debbie, URD, and Rodel
Dedicated, tenacious, and persistent.

I couldn't be more proud.

Love,
Mom
Congratulations to Ben, Yoni, and Shira! We are so very proud of you!

Love,
Dad, Mom, Bubble, Pop Pop, Aunt Gail, Wilson, and Lancelot

God saved the best for last. We are happy and proud of you. Focus forward and live big.

Love,
Mom and Dad

Congratulations! We’re so proud of you and all of your accomplishments. May all your Dreams Come True.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Grandmom
JAMES LOCASTRO

From tubes and surgeries to bats, balls, and wheels of all sizes; we've enjoyed watching you grow from a fuzzy boy into a fine young man of integrity. Aim high, work hard and 'Play To Win' as you surf through the Game of Life!

Love,
Mom, Dad, JoJo, Jenny, and Gram

ALYSSA GREEN

You can achieve anything you set your mind to do. Remember to follow your dreams.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Matthew

DOMONIQUE HARGROVE

The world is yours to conquer, GO FOR IT!

KAYLA BRUHN

Congratulations!
We are so proud of you.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Dear Evan,
We are so proud of all that you have accomplished! Follow your dreams and always be happy! We love you!
Congratulations,
Mom, Dad, Garrett, Colin, and Nolan

Steve,
You are thoughtful, kind and considerate, a wonderful and creative musician, able to play anything.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Our sweet little girl is all grown up. We are so proud of you and the young lady you have become. We can’t wait to see what the future holds for you.
We love you Kelly!
Mom, Dad, and Ryan
PHILLIP TABILE

Phil,
We are so proud of you.
Wishing you success,
health, and happiness
always.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Rosalba,
Tatiana, Tootsie, and Tino

LUCIUS 'A' ATKINS

Good luck in the future.
God Bless U.

BRIAN DOOSEY

We wish you all the best.
-Mom, Dad, and Carolyn

KEVIN CATANELLA

The best music is the kind that awakens the soul and makes us reach for
more, that plants a fire in our hearts and brings peace to our minds. That's
what you've given us! We are so proud of you!
Congratulations and God Bless you always,
Mom, Dad, Caitlin and Shannon
ERICA SANTANGELO

Erica,  
Follow your dreams, embrace your talents, and know how proud you make us. We love you!  
Mom, Dad, and Alexa

REBECCA HOMER

Rebecca,  
It has been a joy watching you grow into a beautiful, talented, and caring young woman. We love you.  
Mom, Dad, and Robby

ALEXANDRA KELLY

Alex,  
We never could have imagined that you would be the daughter, sister, young woman that you are today. And we cannot imagine the outstanding adult that you are going to be. Our hopes are that all of your hopes are satisfied.  
Love,  
Mom and Ted
Always A Shining Star!
Tori, keep bringing joy and laughter into everyone's lives. We are so proud of you and your accomplishments.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Sara, and David

Shannon Andris,
Preschool through High School, on to College!
Follow your dreams!
Love always,
Mom, Jaclyn '00, Mom-Mom, and Puppy

Where has the time gone?
We can't believe graduation day is here already! As you continue the journey of your life always remember that you are important and have value.
You can do anything that you put your mind to.
We will be here for you every step of the way, full of love and pride.
Love you always.
Mom, Dad, Alyssa, and Hailey
LEAH MCGONIGLE

When you're a little kid you're a bit of everything;
Scientist, Philosopher, Artist.
Sometimes it seems like growing up is giving
These things up one at a time...
-Wonder Years

Your facets are beautiful!
Mom, Dad, and Kara

CHRISSEY ONORATO

No eagles, no owls, no hoots, no cows, no bear
footsteps,
No bears jumping up and down on a blue trampoline......
No Monsters!

Enjoy each and every day of your life's journey Chrissy!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Zachary
CONNOR STEVEN QUIGLEY
KEEP THE MUSIC PLAYING!

"Always do right. This will gratify some people and astonish the rest." -Mark Twain

We love you!
Mom, Dad, Bryan, Caitlin, Nick, and Garrett

MARIALISA MAGGIO

Marialisa,
Congratulations! We are so proud of you.
Choose your life's path and we will support you all the way!

We love you!
Dad, Mom, and Anthony

JENNA MEHLER

Congratulations!
We are so proud.

Love,
Dad, Mom, Michelle, Johnny, Matthew, Nanny, Aunts Angie & Dee, and all your cousins
TYLER HOFFMAN

Congratulations!
We are very proud of you.
Shine on and be happy always.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Chrissy, and Andrew

WILLIAM J. COLL, III

Billy,
We are so proud of you! Your future is bright!
Good luck in college. Remember, swim fast!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Cristy

HARLAN THOMAS HOFFMAN

Congratulations!
You always make us proud with everything you do. Believe in yourself and follow your dreams.
May your future be filled with all the happiness and joy you have given us.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Chase, & Cameron
JILL TROTMAN

Our Jillie Beanie...
We couldn’t be more proud of all you’ve become!
Love you sunshine,
Ma-ee, Daddy, and Rebecca

SAWYER THOMAS

Sawyer-
Congratulations.
We are proud of you.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Kelsey,
and Tucker

DEVON MARIE CARNEY

Devon,
You are a shining example of what every parent wishes their daughter were and we are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Ben Machtinger

We can't believe how fast time has gone. You are our pride and joy. Stay true!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Julian Bond

Congratulations on a successful four years! May God continue to bless you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, John, Denise, Jordan, Jaya, and Kaydence.

Lisa Kosteleiski

Congratulations Lisa! We are so proud of you.
Love always,
Mom, Dad, and AJ
ANTHONY CROSBY

Anthony,
We are so proud of you. Keep reaching for the stars! Good luck always.
Love,
Mom, Dad, & Bob

AMBER KUSCHING

You have grown from an adorable baby into a beautiful, intelligent, talented, young lady. I am so proud of you!
Love Forever,
Mom

ROBERT OLDRACTI, JR.

CONGRATULATIONS BOBBY!
We are so proud of you. One journey ends and another begins. Keep focused on your goals and live life your way. "Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you'll land among the stars."
Love,
Mom & Dad
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Mr. and Mrs. Joseph N. Meloche
Michelle Pryor
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Miss Allison Staffin
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